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Gus says Carbondale residents

have their own name for the
Abominable Snowman, who
say has an ofHce at City

::f..

Cars ticketed
on emergency
snow routes
By Mary Ann McNDity
Staff Writer

cars parked on city streets
designated emergency snow
routes by the blue and white
'~~ ··f.:7 ;~~;:i~o;':"'j,·.~.i~~:..l~•l.:J snowmen signs were subject to
more than just falling snow
after 6 p.m. Wednesday.
Under a snow emergency
order that Carbondale City
Manager ~rroll Fry declared
·Wednesday. -~11 cars parked on
streets desigilated snow Mutes
were subject to being ticketed
and towed.
And oy Friday, residents who
have sidewalks abutting their
pr~rty will be required to
clear L"e way for pedestrians or
face a fine of between $10 and
S500 under the city's "snow
shoveling" ordinance.
By 8 p.m. Wednesday-just
two hours after the snow
emergency was in effectCarbondale policf had towed
nine ears.
Twenty streets are emeri
gency snow routes and M are
I
secondary s;~ow routes. Ac-
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3 new plows, team of44 clear camp113
By Jacqai Kencmk

Staff Writer
Snow removal crews were on
campus at S a.m. Wednesday to

clear the two-inch accumulation
that feU during the night and
throughout the morning in
Carbondale's first !lnowfall of
the season, Duane Schroeder,
who heads the Univen;ity's
snow removal team, said.
By 8 a.m., about the time
students and staff began
arriving, the major roads and
most of the walkways had been
cleared by a 44-person team
using three IIE'W snow removal
trucks purchased after last
winter, Clarence Doug.'lerty,
vice president for campus
services, said.
The emergency snow route, a
prt'designated path between the

Health Service, on-calf'pus to clear roads, the crew used
housing.
food
set \'ice three snow blowers and a
operations. and other locations, tractGr with a shovel at·
was cleared fli'St, Schroeder tacbment to clear sidewalks.
said. Part of the route indude!. Schroeder said. A mixture of
roadways on camP'.IS th1t would salt and sand, and lcemelt, a
be used by fire truus and sodium chloride compound,
ambulances in an f!:"nergency. were strewn on stairways,
sidewalks, and at pedPstrian
'l'tle rest of the clearing was
doae by C(\ncentrating on crossings, Dougherty said.
Dougherty said Phy!>ical
smaller areas')( the campus. In
each area, :11mps ~teeded for Plant employees worked until 5
p.m. Wednesday. However, he
wheelchai'!"s were cieared first.
· CampoA parkifl@ lots were not said if the snowfall continued
clearr.d because they were during the night, they 'l:oold be
out again early Thul".~day
al~dv full when the crews
morning.
finished clearing pAthways.
By 6 p.m., about 4 inches of
"We're in a lot better shape
than we·..~ ever been with the snow had fallen in Carbondale,
new equipn.~nt," Dougherty and the SIU-C weather station
at the Southern Illinois Airport
said.
In addition to the three predicted that another 1 1-2
trucks, which were used mainlY. anches would accumulate by

midnilrttt.
No snow is predicted for the
rest of the week, and tern·
peratures should warm into the
early 40's by Saturday.
Last January, Carbondale
had 17 inches of snow.
Schroeder said he first
received a snow fore-o:ast from
Weather Centr~ in St. Louis _at 3
a.m. that predicted only light
snow foc the day.
.
"If the forec~t h!id satd there
would be sustamed snowfall for

~~~~:!~{~e~
city.

Karsten Auto Recyci!ng
Corp., ihecity's contract towing
r11111, began towing e~cs as soon
as the tickets wc;re written.
Karsten's is located on North
New Era Road.
Karsten said the basic towing
rate is $13.50. However, additional charges can be in·
curred, depending on what has
to be done to prepare the car for
towing. A storage cost of $1.50
per day is also assessed,
Karsten said.
thenext24to48how:s.wew~ld
Jackson said the snow
have .star~ cleann~ ~her. emergency would be in effect
espectally if the premction was until City Manager Fry calls it
for drifting snowfall which off
makes our work a lot harder," Because Fry declarer 8 a.m.
he said.
.
Thursday as the start P! the 24Sc:hroeder saad the crews had ho:!r period, residenUI wi'i have
"absolutely no problems: N~~ until 8 a.m. Friday to clnr the!
one call nor any complamts. walks of snow. Jackson -~aid if
it's still snowing at 8 a.m.
Thursday, another time will be
designated to start the 24-hour
period.
Carbondale code enforcement
creased from 13 to 15 to allow office!"S will issue tickets to
for an extra pitcher and those residents who don't shovel
designated hitter, ooth required their walks 1\'ithin the time
for tournament play.
period. This will be •he first
time tickets have been issued
west voted agai:-..~t both in- for vtolation of the ordinance
creases in the number of since the JUill( is Supremf! Court
a\·ailable scholarships because upheld it in D'!Cember.
of the additiOP.al cost involved. iO:~::; ::nf~l· i~
Carbondale, according to Oris
NOV) of Southern lllinuis Air·
Klimstra reported that the port:S
weather information
NCAA convention was .. an office. The
average snowfall for
innocuous session, .. other th. Q January during
the last three
the discussion of women's years is 17 mches.
athletit:s and a unanimous
Streets
designated
as snow
decision lr.mong those who did routes inclulie: Gral\d
and
not exit h.' ~tl to support oakland aw-·IUI!S, Lewis and
President '-arter's proposed Emenld ...-. and Mill.
1•
· boycott of' · . the .. Sum~er ' Walnut,
Marioa
and
Olympics ill MCIIICOW.

West disappointed with NCAA decision
By Chnck Hempstead

Staff Writer
"It was a

sad day in
Washington, D. C.," Women's
Atillt:tics DirPctor Charlotte
Wes-t said Wednesday of a
recetr•t NCAA decision to create
national championships for
women in fh·e sports.
West, who ~ u in Washington
for a conv~1ltion of the
Association for tntercollegiate
Athletics for ~OL. ~n. re•,:.rted
to the lntercollegiate Athletics
Committee that the NCAA
action ~ ~U force women's teams
to align 'With only one uf Jle
gawemir.g bodies leither the
~CAA or the AlAW I to be able
to comply with the differing
requirements.
··
The women's sports in

question are basketball, tennis,
wuileybaU, field hockey and
swimming. The requirement
wiU take effect in the fall of
1981.

events because they now pay for
men.
The problem with the
traveling expense tssue,
Klimstra said, is that. "The
NCAA doesn't have any additional monev."
"In 1967, the NCAA wasn't
·:nteresled in women's sports,"
West said, "so the AIAW was
formed. Now . the NCAA is
trying to take over !women's
athletics>. The AIAW has asked
the NCAA for a five-year
moratorium to study the
problem without having to·
constantly worry about an

W. D. Klimstra, SIU-C's
delegate to the NCAA national
convention in New Orleans,
which ran concurrently with the
AIAW convention of Jan. 6 to 9,
said the action was ''pushed
through" by Division 0 and 1U
schools.
Klimstra said the small
schools favored the NCAA
ti a use the schools were "male
domi!lated:" more familiar
with the NCAA; thought the overthrow."
move would save money; and
\n reporting other matters of
deduced that the NCAA would . the AIAW meeting to the lAC,
pay travel expensei' tor women West said the limit •A women's
to national · championship softball scholars!:.1ps was . in-

~
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Renovation of Davies Gy01No.15 on priority list
Bv Paula Donner Walter

Sfaff Writer

Acting President
Hlr~m U:!sar played basketball
there 5fl years ago. SIU
Chancellor Kenneth Shaw
played basketball there in high
school. But physical education
classes and intramural teams
today are having trouble
playing basketball on the
buctued and splintered floors of
Davies Gymnasium.
Eleven years after the first
attempt was made to secure
funds for renovation, the 56vear-old structure will take a
place on the carpenter's
schedule after the Illinois Board
af Higher Education approves
tht. fiscal year 1981 capital
development budget Tuesday.
The proposed $3.34 milhor
renovation of the gym is No. .:;,
on the IBHE'S 61-item priority
list. And according to IBHE
SIU-<.;

Director James Furrn:-.n, the
gym's chances of getting
renovation mont"' are good.
"The project"" ul definitely be
recommended to ttre legislature
and the chance:s are good that
the money will be appropriated.
However, it depends on how
much the legislature and the
governor decide to provide us,"
Furman said.
The IBHE originally received
$45 million in capital funding
from the legislature but that
amount could be reduced, or
increased, in the end, Furman
said. Whatever the amount
received, the board will then go
down the list of priorities and
allocate the money until it runs
out, he said.
The total of the first 15
requests 1including Davies l is
$45.4 million. and if the
legislah:ie decides to appropriate less than the original

Court grants trustees' appeal
By Pa•la Daaaer Walt'!r

Feiricb said the order he
received from the appellate
court in Mount Vernon was
"totally unexplanatory, with no
enlightenment as to the reason"
it was granted. "Obviously, they
decided that th«e was it serious
reason for hearing the appeal,"
he said.
Feirich said the brief on
behalf of the board wiD be due in
35 days, "at which time the
other side has 35 days to file
their brief." In addition, both
sides wiD have the chance to
reply to each other's brief and
after that oral arguments wiD
be scheduled, he said.
''Afte.- that, it 11\'iU be late
sumll''!& or early fall before a
decision ~ the app;oal will be
handed down," Feiricb said.

S&aff Writer
The SIU Board of Trustees

has been granted the right to
appeal the inclusion of ar.t
Edwardsville
faculty
organization in its O~n
Meetings Act suit, John Feincb,
the board's attornE-y, said.
Feir.ch sa:d the 5th District
Appellate Court sent the order
granting the appeal on Tuesday.
As a result, the actual trial
stage of the suit will probably be
delayed until after late summer
or early fall, Feirich, said.
The request to appeal was
filed by the board in response to
a December decision granting
the inclusion of the SlU-E
Faculty Organization for
Collective Bargaining in the
suit.

$45 million, the gym's chances
could be lessened, Furman said.
At its September meeting, the
SIU Board of Trustees voted to
submit the Davies renovation as
the system's No. 2 priority.
second to a :leW rnulti-purpose
building Si' Edwardsville.
Furman :.~id it is possible for
SIU to l'ec\..''le appropriations
for both, if thej' are high enough
on the priority list.
Chancellor Kenneth Shaw
said he is "very optimistic"
about getting appropriations for
both projects.
"We have an excellent chance
because both the priorities are
within a grouping of big items,
where the brunt of the money is
being requested." Shaw said it
would be hard for one item in
that grouping to be singled out
as not receiving an appropriation.
Other requests in the same

West: Davies 'u·orse than eveTj
By Paula Donner Walter

Staff W.rtter

Charlotte West has been at SlU-e !or 22
years: but when she came ~k from ~1St~
vacation this year, she said her office 'was m
the worst condition ever."
Wes~. along with the othe~ 11 womt!;D'S
athletics teams and 42 physical educat10n
classes, are housed in the 56-year~ld Davies
Gymnasium, located on the northeast end of
campus.
The building, which has never been
renovated, is No. 15 on the Board of Higher
Educati•'Hl'S capital development list with a
renovation request of 13.34 million. 'f!le IBHE
is expected to approve the renova~on as a
priority item on Tuesday, but the proJect must
also be approved by the legislature and the
governor.
Renovations that wiD take place if the money
is appropriated include a new heating and

ventilation system, a new hot water system
new rools and floors, insulation of the walls ao:J
noors, rearranged classrooms, new seats and
additional fire escapes, said Clarence
Dougherty, vice president for Campus Services.
Da\ies Gymnasium became the home for
women's athletics in 1964 when men's athletics
moved to thP newly-i:onstructed Arena. West
said at that time she was told renovations
would be made soon.
"This building was built in 1924 and Illinois
State bas a gym just like iL But they have had
two renovations since then," she said.
Wes~ ~d the p~lems ~ge from poor and
old wmng to leaking ceilmgs and warped
Doors.
''The electrical system is so bad that we can't
type and run the phot~er at the same time.
My knowledge of electricity is limited, but 1
know it's got to be very dangerous," she !Wd.
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No. 53 on the fiscal year 1980
priority list )
"U it moved up to that
position (1:;), it's great. because
renovations are badly needed.
If we're that close, it's wonderful," he said.
After the IBHE recommendations
are
passed
Tuesday, they will be submitted
to Gov. Thompson and the
legi!<lature for review. Formal
legislative hearings on the
requests are to begin within 36
hours after the governor's
budget message in early March.
Furman said. Funding for
appropriated projects will then
be available July 1, he said.
Clarence Dougherty, vice
president for Campus Services,
said planning money for the
renovation was allocated a few
years ago. He said if the money
is appropriated, the project will
be ready to begin.

grouping are major buildings
for Oakton Community College,
Danville Area Community
College, Northeastern Illinois
University, University of
Illinois and Northern Illinois
University.
Efforts to obtain money to
renovate the gym began in 1969
with a $180,000 request to
replace a sagging roof. The
price rose to $1.8 million in 1976
and to $2.6 million in 1979.
State Rep. Bruce Richmond,
D-Murphysboro, sponsor of a
special
legislative
appropriation bill i~st year for the
gym, said he was happy to hear
that the gym was higher on the
priority list.
"Last year I got the bill
thw1gh the House with a big
vote bt.t didn ·:. ge! !~ out of the
Senate becau:;e they sa.ld it was
too low on U1e priority list,"
Richmond sa\d. IThe gym was
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Kennedy campaign contributions up
after Carter's State of the Union talk
B.v Jeffrey Smyth
Staff Writer
President Carter's State of the Union address
last Wednesday has spurred pledges of support
and money to the Kennedy for President campaign, according to Terry Michael, deputy
director for the Kennedy for President Committee in Illinois.
Michael said the Kennedy organization is
receiving an increasing number of calic and
contribull~>ns by people who obJect to Carter's
stand on domestic and internatiOnal issues.
"Carter has had sort sentiment in the last 't.w
months by people who wanted to show P,Striotism
beca1.15e of the international crisis, • Michael
said. "We are seeing a real change now because
many people believe that the President is
bringing us close to a military conflict."
"A lot of students are objecting to the reinstatement of the draft," he said. "A lot of
parents are expre;sing the same opinion."
Michael said the Kennedy organization, which
stopped paying starf members across the nation
because of insufficient fund-i. will decide at later
date when peyment to staff members will begin
again. He added that the Kennedy campaign JS
focusing tts attention on the Northeastern states
because of the two FL' ruary primaries in that
region.
"R;ght now the 17 staff members in Dlinois
and all others across the nation will contiiiUt' to

work without pay." Michael said. "The cam·
paign has spent little in the last week because of
what hap.,e!1Pij in l•.>wa. Money is coming in but
we'll have to wait and see. Just this week the
national organizat\on received $85.000 which can
be matched by federal funds. but the financial
resources will be going into the Northeastern
states. What we <'rt' trying to do in Illinois is to
energize a constituency and also volunteers."
Although the Kennedy organization has
tighened !ts budget, Michael said tl:~ Illinois
campai&n has generated about S500.000 and has
spent r;ons1derably Jess than that. All money
received Roes into a national fund and allocated
from it.
Richard Durbin, downstate Illinois coordinator for the campaign. said that response to
th_e ~resident's speech has increased contributions from Central Illinois as well as
downstate. He said that though fund-i werF. cut, it
wiD not stop campaign actit·ity it> the downstate

area.

"After the cuts," Durbin sc;.:d. "We had people
come to us who we didn't even know supported
Kennedy and hand us checks and say, 'Wha• can
T do to help'?' ".
"We n.et with the national committee before
the cuts and planned to raise money through a
delegate slate committee. The cutback has only
made it a liWe more difficult for 11§."

Ne·lf7ton plant upsets SCAM
By O.:an Alban
Stair Writer
Tne announcement earlier
tJ-,JS week that Central Illinois
Public Service would extend
construction of its halfrompleted Newton II powe;r
pl~nt
near Olney until
December of 1982 has become
the most recent development in
a feud between the company
and Southern Counties Action
Movement, a citizens' lobby
group for utility reform.
SCAM claims the S350 miiJinn

N"twl II Unit is capable tJf
producing 35 percent more
electricity than is needed in the
area, and the plant will be the
cause of five more years of rate
increases. CIPS offictals,
however. say the plant is part of
a long-range plan and will be
needed "sometime after 1982."
According to SCAM. lOO first
of CIPS' large plants, Newton I.
was built to accommodate a
projected 30 percent inc:rease in
electricity usage. But SCAM
organizers say ~e. ~~a~t: ~hi~~,

went "on-line" in urn. still
pi'Odl.las a 35 percent surplus of
electricity that is now being sold
to other pnwer companies and
states.
"CIPS was wrong in aiJ their
predictinns." Mary Kay Bachm~n. R SCAM organizer. said.
"They aren't monitored cl010ely
enough by the IUinois Commerce Commission. We feel
that the company's goal is to

bave its customers pay tp have
l«'•liml~
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6 diplomllts ·home from Iran
DOVER .-\IR fo'ORCE BASE, Del. IAPt -The six Americans
who escaped Iran wi!h the help of the Canad:an embassy returned
to the Unired States on Wednesday, Air Force officials said.
"They will be spendi~~~ot the nidlt and will meet with their
families at the air base tomorrow," smd Maj. Robert Groom.
press ulfonnauon officer at Dover .\tr For\'e Base.
Groom said the dipl<>mats would not be permitted to meet with
reportet:S here. but would go to Washington on Thursday and a!)rx:ar f'• ·day at a news co~Jerence at the Statf' Department.
Earm:~ ~ednesday S_tate Department spokesman Hodding
Carter sau:; the escar·.-c diplomats- Mark and Cora Lijek. James
and Kathy .~'tafforrl, Henry Lee Schatz and Robert G. Anders would be giv:m tirne to recover from ~heir ordeal.
C<irter said the department wanted to make sure that the
escapees said roothing that might endnnger the Ameri'!ans held
hc,stage in Iran.

Canada:~ oction

Iron 11pset b__v

minister, a~gered cy the daring Canadian rescue
of SIX Ameracans trapped tn Tehran. said he expects the U.S.
Embassy_ hostag~ to suffer for Canada's "duplicity."
The estimated jU.Ilostages "most probably"' will now be treat~
more har~~ly. F~reign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh sa1d, and the
respons1b1hty wdl be Canada ·s.
Ghotbzadel!,<tt a Tehran news conference. denounced the secre:
Canadian operation as a "flagrant viclation" of international Jaw
and warned that retribution would be exacted rrom the Canadians
sooner or later.
But the Moslem militants who have bel~ the embassy and
hostages fo~ 88 days refrained from immediately endorsing
Ghotbzadeh s threat of tougher conditions for their captives.
l~n·s rore~gn
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e spirit of Tom Paine ...

•jl

Edltar's Nole: Tile foil-Ing essays were the winners of
the "Spiri& e1 Tom Paine" writinl( conle!it conducted at
Murphysboro and Carbondal~ schools.

What America means to ·me
By Natalie

lhl~

8tlt Grade

M~~r::-:::e~~~ ~lf'uberty and the pursuit of happiness.
Thomas Paine strived for these rignts of man. for men of
his dav and for generations to come.
"Tbe sun never shined on a cause of greater worth."
Paine said. "Tis not the affair of a city. a country. a
province or a kingdom: but of a Continent. 'Tis not the
concern of a day. a year or an age: (but forever•. even to
the end of time ... " Stirred on by Thomas Pame, our
forefathers fought for independence and won. If i~ had not
been for the inspiration. logic and courage of patraots such
as Thomas Paine. we could be living under the rule of a
.
.
king or dictator. today..
Wheo we were given Ide. we were gaven hberty. Thomas
Paine believed that the righb' of man wert> granted by God.
not kings. He also believed that man should be rult:d by the
living and not the dead. "When man ceases to be. has power
ar.A his wants cease with him: and having no longer any
parucipation in the concerns of this world he has no longer
any authority in directing who shall ~ its governors. or
how its government shall be orgamzed, or how ad·
ministered."
l'rlr. Paine Wal> correct when he stated that everv
generation must meet its own needs. Government exists
secure the safety, happiness and wants of the governed;
thert>fore. if it fails to meet these requirements. it is the
right and liberty of the people to replace the unworthy
governor. i'io one can enjoy freedom. if he does not work for
the freedom of oth~rs. ·
I may never become well-known or be found in historv
books, and my young. meager. philosophy can never
compare to that of tht> l!reat Thomas Paine. to whom we
own so much. but I would like to express one of my outlooks
on living. Life is short. We are-worth nothing, unless we
have brought well-being to others. Thomas Paine shall
always be remembered for the freedom and well-being he
~:tl:! ~~r!~!~ericans to fight for. I hope nur freedoll'

to

~ttetS

Protests, draft-dodging inconsistent
As I recall. a bout two or three
months ago there were some
fairly large scale demonstrations on the SIU campus
protesting the Iranian takeover
of the U.S. embassy in Tehran.
various
other
Among
proposals to end this crisis were
cries that we send in the
marines or use other military
action. Now, the United States
is in a position that may
eventuaUy call for military
action to protect our vital interests in the Middle-East and
our president has stated that if
the situatioo dt-ems it necessary
he will reinstate the draft.

trnmediately, cries of "Hell
no. I won't go... begin to be
sounded by those same mouths
that a few months earlier were
crying for the marines to
overrun lrru1.
There are obvious inconsistencies here in that tht>
situation in Iran did not affe<.:t
our national security, only our
pride. Yet more importantly,
certain students here are
willing to sit back and start a
world war as long as there is
someone elso being shot at.
l think that berore anyone
advoc:atf'S any form of military
action. one mn,.;t fi"St consider

Oppose peacetime registration
Shades of Richard Nixon .. .It's
really interesting to find that
Jimmy Carter could steal a play
straight from 'ol Tricky Dick's
playbook.
Consider Carter's State of the
Unioo Address in which he said
that aur present armed forces
were adequate to meet our .
natioc's needs; but lo and
behold. we need to reinstate the
draft anyway.
I strongly urge each and
every SIU -C student to actively
oppose this p.oacetime draft
registration. Let's not be
ingorant of the abuses bf
presidential power that occured

in the 60's and 70's under
Johnson and Nixon. Over 50,000
died. After Vietnam, we must
not be niave
Remembet" the lesson learned
after the Gulf of Tonkin
Resolution l:lf'~n oor Nation's
longest undeclared war:
When politicians talk about
honor, they generally mean war
(or re-election).
Also we must not forget that
it's always fifty year-old men
\\ho dec1are war. and it's
always twenty year-old men
who fight it. - SWplaen Katsinas, Graduate, History

Give this man a hand
I am outraged! Why should
the post 21-year-old crowd be
malisciously branded like cattle
by the motley barroom artists. !
am referring to lite JJreen, black
and red stamps, smears and x·s
that are forced upon us as we
enter our favorite watering
holes. Not only are they
hideous. but they are a bear to

rem,.ve.
The last thing my bloodshot
eyes want to see on weekend
mornings is a ro.Jdmap of last
night's travels. Twenty-oneyea~-olds unite! Stop the mad
lP<ooists before they obliterate
the back of the hand we've corne
to love and respect. - Kurt
Boyle. Juniar, Politkal Science

the cost of strch a venture in
terms of hum;m lives and then
decide whether or not the
reasons for such an actioi'
justiiy the action.
If a situation does arise that it
is deemed necessary for us to
take military action thereby
warranting the draft, I feel it is
the responsibility of those who
are able to help in any way the
they can.-William R. Atw...t.
Sop~are.

_PeliUeal

Scieac~

SPC concerts set
up mly for whites
The ran of 19?9 was a good
semester for concert en·
tertainment here at Southern.
All t:oncerts. vocal and instrumental. were sponsored by
tbe Student Programming
Council. The crganization
should be commended for obtaining such stars as John
Denver. Hall and Oates, Heart,
Abba, Foreigner and others.
Yes, the SPC should be
congratulated, but I won't for
the fact that the concerts were
for white students and the white
cGmmunity.
How long has it been since the
SPC sponsored a concert for
black audience of the comIll' .'lily and guest of the
st11dents? Are only ,.,bite
students here being used for the
planning of these events? If so.
there should be an enormous
amount of refund for the period
that no black-oriented concerts
were held.
It appears that blacks are not
represented when the SPC
prepares the concert schedules.
This is 1980. the start of a new
decade, therefore. the Student
Prligrammmg Council can
clean up its act before Sllmeone
does it for
them.
Eugen~ Cag~. Junior, Ar\:hitec!tu~

~Garry Trudeau
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Freedom s advocate

By Nancy Okita lltlt Grade
Carbondal~ High School
Freedom! Freedom of religion: freedom o' speech:
freedom to think. and feel and exprt>Ss one's own opinions.
Freedom to li~e one's own life. That was the ideal upheld
by Thomas Pame. the famed advocate of civil liberties and
per_suasive agatator of the American Revolution. Paine
tJ:eheved that all men possessed certain basic. God-given
nght~: and that me further improvement of mankind's
condt~on ~t>p~mded upon the protection of these rights. By
~v~ting his hfe towards the perpetuation of this belief, he
mstilled the dream of freedom in the hearts of tllousands of
men. and enabled America to claim the liberty it now
possesses.
.
Paine saw the government as a necessary means of
protecting its people's rights. "Here is the origin and rise of
governf!lent: _a mode rendered necessary by the inability of
moral vtrtue to govern the world; here too is the design and
end of government, namely freedom .and security." He
realized that if a government was to be effective in
upholding the rights of its citizens, then it must be ruled by
the common people, not by a privileged cia!!"' that is
removed from its subjects, and their needs anu desires.
Thus. he denounced the monarchies or both England and
France, ringi.. the cry of freedom throughout the world.
In his famous ~mph let, "Common ~se." he inspired
reluctant ~mertcans to battle for thetr rights to freedom
and equahty. who eventually established a nation based
upon the revoh••ionary concept of the inalienable right!~ ·
Thomas Paine gave America her chance for freedom.
For. without his urgent insistence for rebellion instead of
recon~iliati~ with the mother country, the time for
rebelhon mtght have passed, and thus the. freedom
Americans so desired might not have been attainable.
We. received the precious gift of freedom, liberty and
equably through the nobly unselfiSh deeds of Thomas
Paine and his compatriots. Unfortunately, however, Paine
~as not able to help ~ develvp and nurture this gift of civil
liberty; he left that job up to us. We have succeeded in
maintaining the form of government !!e supported, but is it
stiU ruled by the people?
It seems to me tl-.at ·we have become removed from the
government we fought so hard to establish viewing it as a
separate and often evil entity. We have grOwn apathetic to
the causes Paine epitomized, takmg our precious gift of
freedom for granted. I concede that we have progressed in
terms of individual rights, and that many of us do uphold
the causes of individual riahts. and that many of us do
uphold the causes of individual interests. But. we seem lo
have lost the unity of purpose which we once possessed.
Instead of one people working towards the realization of
Paine's ideal of l!berty and equality for all met, America
has become a na~!on _concerned primarily with "looking out
fo_r !lumber one. We have becom~ too materialistic; too
wallmg to be led by the government. instead of continually
battbng for the government's amprovement.
If we art> to return to the high standards set hy Paine. we
mus~ ut1hze our precaous frt't'dom and rights in every
posstble way 10 ach1eve mternational peace. ar.:i to aid in
the growth of ma~kmd To do this we must strike a balance
· between conflicll~ individual rights and causes. and the
causes of our n~hon.U as a whole, for only then will we be
jabletoaccomphs,. our goals. and fulfiU Paine's belief that
"'not a place on earth might be as happy as A.'llerica."

Hank Williams Jr. set for DeSoto
8¥ Rod Suith

siaff Writ•r
Hank Williams Jr., a former
. country and weslt:rn !linger who
is emerging as one ot the top
musicians in sollthern rock
music, will preser:t a concert at
9 p.m. Feb. 10M DuMaroc in
DeSoto. Tickets i're SIO in advance and $15 at tlie door.
Williams, who is the son of
country music legend Hank
William~ Sr., first played in
public when he was 8 years old.
Three years later he appeared
on the stage of the Grand Ole
Opry in Nashville.
A versatile rrusician who
plays guitar. Dobro. fiddle and
keyboards. Williams began his
career singing mainstream
country music. which included
his father's popular ballads.
Williams also sang the soundtrack to a biographical movie of
his father"s life. "Your Cheahn'
Heart," in 1965.
Wanting to break away from
traditional country music and
escape from being labeled
"Hank
Williams'
Son."
Williams left Nashville and the
recording executives who
wanted to milk lhe Williams
image for all it was "'orth. and
moved to Alabama.
With the help of Toy Caldwell
of the Marshall Tucker Band.
Chuck Leavell. then of the
Allman Brothers Bar.d and
Charlie Daniels Band. Williams
recorded "Hank Williams Jr.
and Jo'riends" in 1975. The
album introduced a rockoriented southern sound.
Rolling Stone magazine
claimed the album "marked his
emergence as a major contemporary artist-and his own
man."
Soon after the album was
recorded. Williams fell 500 feet
down a mountain side in the
Mootana Rockies. shatterinll

most of his face. He was in
critical condition for six davs
and had to undergo majOr
surgery several times. Doctors
said he might be unable to
perform again at the time of his
injury.
Williart<~
recovered ar:d
continued playing his new-found
style of music. He recorded
"One Night Stands" and "The
New South" before being
nominated for a 19110 Grammy
Award for Best
Male

Vocal Performer for his album
titled "Family Tradition."
Williams' latest albums.
"Whiskey Bent and Hell
Bound.··
and
"Family
Tradition" were recently
named on Billboard Maguine's
Top 15 album chart.
Williams recently completf'd
his autobiography. "Living
Proof." Accompanied by his
group. the Bama Band. he also
~=;.,~t for the movie

Daily Egyptian.
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Paine gets 'grand' birthda)" Ot'ation
R:¥ Kn MH Garrigle
Staff WriWr

Happy 243rd, Tf:'m.
Tom Paine.. au American
writer-ht!ro
during
the
Hevolutionary War, had his
birthday celebrated in grand
style Tuesd;oy at Shryock
Auditorium. Awards, speeches
enays and a play were
presented in praise of this
famed upboJder of civil liberties.·
The evening's crash course in
history enlightened a larger
than expet"ted audience of all
ages to the life story of a
torgottf!il man in the revolution
of \716. Paine's most noted
~ccornplishment is the writing
of "Common Sense," which ia
plain lang\tage ar!!:uea effectively ~hat the colonisl<> had
to fight the Rritish. He also
authored the book "The Ri~:hts
of Man," and is perhaps best
remembered for the quote:
''11lese are the times that try
men's souls."
Paine himS«:!!f even made an
appea:-:;:~e onstage in the
person of Rick Williams.
assistant professor of classics.
in a one-man perfonnance titled
"Call MO? Rebel: Tom Paine
Remembered." Dressed in
colonial garb. Williams gave a
believa~le, first-rate portrayal
of Paine, who rluring his
lifetime was both the most
lionized man in America, and
the most hated.
··Our best tribute to Tom
Paine would be to take up the
task of Tom Paine"s life-the
liberation of men." said
Thom.u Schwartz, an assistant
profP!-.str. of English. and one of
the birthday organi~'!.'::"ii.
"Let us gather on the 29th of
January to remind us of the
courage. the humanity and the
self-sacrifice that man at his
best is capable ..... he said.
Pai-'s valu" ill the 191011
were examine<l by Larry
Taylor. an associate professor
f1l Eneli*- TayiGr ...d that the
ewnts flllhe last lbn!e months
in Tellran, Mgbanistan and the
United States bave abruptly

SPC VIdeo Presents:

"The Kinks"
Tonight
ended the narcissistic megeneration of the '70S. Self interest may soon have to take a
back seat to some sort of
natic al unity, he added.
"P•• ne faced the issues and
took stands em them," Taylor
said. "Paine teaches .. the

'!':'r:=:...~~

llb ~
from MurphYSboro Juniclr High
School, read her essay "What
America Means to Me." Nancy
Natalie lhle. -

Okita, an lith grader at Caa
bondale Community High

School read
her eassy
"Freedom's Advocate." CEd.
N~: See Ediwtal Pa1e for
betll essays)
Both girls
received awards from their
respective schools in this essay
rompetition.
AGEE WINS PASSPORT
WASHINGTON CAP) -

The

Carter administration says it
plans to appeal a judge's ruling

tbllt would iet a Philip Agee, a
cantroversial ex.ClA officer,
keep his passport.

Are You Sick of Being a Number?
BE A VOICE
SPC is now taking applications for 1980-81.
Applications and more information are avnilable
in the SPC Office. Phone 536-3393

Fourth Floor Video lounge
Shows7; 8&9pm
Adm.SOc
Includes selections frofTI\their
album "Sleepwalker"

SPC FILMS
Thurs.J•n.31
"ON THE
WATERFRONT'
Directed by Elio Kazan
Starring:
Marian Branda, Karl
Malden, Rad Steiger,

3rd floor Student Center
Deadline for application, Feb. 8

....

Don't Mlu the Flnt Art & Craft Sale

LeeJ. Cobb

10:00am-6:00pm

spons::::::::~~~~::.::rudent ceo
·.·
1~.1ge

6. Daily Egyptian, January 31, 1•

Directed by lngmar Bergman _
Starring: Ingrid Bergman, Liv Ullman

ALL SHOWS 7 & 'PM

Adm.$1.01
Sponsored by SPC films
- STUDENT QNTER AUDITORIUM

-~

...............................
_ .:-::_:---
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Vnlentlr1e 5Decial
Jon. 27 thru Feb. 14

Luciano Pavaro&ti has joillt'd the ranb of
distinguished perf• .eers who have eondueeed
mas~ elasses at ,...,. Juliard Opera school in
N...,. yfll'k eity. His teaching continue"' 011
Saturday at &::It on Channel 8 with the half-hear
program, "Pavorotti at Julliard."
On this third lnstallmen& of a six part series,

Pavarotti takes questloas from the a1tJienee and
c:Pa-::hes students.
Performances featured in this program inelude: "Veeehia zimarra" from Puc:cini's La
Boheme, "Una VCK"e poc:o fa" frOfll Rossinni's II
Barltiere di Siviglia and "Vallzlsse couler mes
larmes" from Massenet's opera Wether.

'Maybes' for SPC concerts include
National Lampoon, Aretha Frattklin
By Craig DeVrfeze
StaB Writer
How'!l !his for a concert: The
Natio<lal 1.-ampcon Show
f!}l!owed by Elvin Bishop,
Randy Newman, Stanley
Clarke. !'¥Iuddy Waters, Aretha
Franklin and Patti Smith. Call
it the "Shryock Super Bowl of
Concerts."
Not likely to happen? Well, at
least not aU at once, but according
to
a
Student
Programming Consor~s
Committee Survey those are the
acts, from various musical
categories, that SIU-C students
would most like to SE'e in
Shryock Auditorium. And,
il\:cording to Consorta Com-

mittee Chairman John Scott, spontaneous response" and to
that survey is a major infiuence avoid stuffing of ballot boxes.
The survey consists of artists
when it comes to SC'heduling
whose cost is within the comSPC concerts in Shryock.
mittee's
price range, and who
"We try to worit off of the
survey as much as possible," are likely to be touring durin~
the
time
they are scnedu:ing.
Scott said, "It's not by any
means complete but it gives us Students are asked to select the
four
artists
or groups they
a good starting point."
The committee initiated the would pay money to see within
ea<:h
of
the
ca~ories
«folk and
survey in the faD of last year.
Originally, the survey was country. soul, bfues, pop, rock,
jazz
and
comedy.)
published in the Daily Egyptian
ScoU pointed out that there n
and students were given a week
to respond. This year a table no guarantee that the willlle's
was set up in the Student Center wiU be playing in Shyrock. He
and 1,000 surveys were said that other factors such as
how a - the tour eomes to

a:
8, 1980

=~~S:t :air~
Jli"'8Cb waa ..ect tn get a "man

Carbondale have to be con-

sidered. '

s:oo p.m. Ballrovm D
Students $2.50
Public $3.50

LASI HOUSE
r:E tEn CAN A.
MOVIE ~ TOQ ~JF
over 3 weeks by popular~

In this eomedy. a reclusive oWce
workt·r/music lm·er. whose clost•st relationship is with hi-; stereo.
. .
.
trit's to st•duct• the girl of his dreams. Una~mdab~e complications arise. ranginr from hilarity to touchmg socJal commenhtry.

LATE SHOW

Held Over by Popular

LateS"'-••
Ft"lday & Sclturday
n:cs p.m. S2.H
Listen to WCil·fM to
Win Free Posses

Je011turint the f011mou!l Vllwge Inn 18 ilrm S11per S.al.ad
B.u. DelidOU!IIt.all.an JNsl••· a Variety of Plzzu and drlirately wa!IDnrd hot blltterrd prlic bread. "It'!I .all yoa c.an
r011t" !10 malt!! 011!1 many trip!l as yoa like.

~lL~J
[children~!!!
chlldre~~!per
'•Ol'r 8,\R · 'rM;HHTI

'>(ll'r 8-\R · '>r·\<.111 I II

M/1,\ .(,..\RII( HRI-\1>

R·\\ICIIJ. rl//.\
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per year

year

Salad 011nd So11p Bn $1.99

Great Pizza Pasta 'n more!

1\lemben of M.\man." ;to in&ematiooal dance ensemble

'Aman' to jeat11re internatio11aldance
Dance and music from
cultures around the world will
be featured in .. Aman," an
international dance f'nsemble.
alB p.m. Wednesday in Shryock
Auditorium. More than 1,000
costumes and musical instruments will be displayed by
the 65 members in the performance.
The company's repertoire is
drawn from the diverse folklore
of cultures throughout Europe.

the Middle East, Asia. Africa
and the Americas. Emphasis is
on authenticity ill the da~ as
well as the costumes and
musical instruments. Members
of the company often contact
triends in the Old World to Cind
unusual items.
.. Aman" is led by founder and

artistic director Leona Wood
who was once the company's
soloist. Wood, opern••:~g under
grantc; from the National Endowment of the Arts. now
devotes most of her time to
research, choreography and
staging. The company is based
in Los Angeles.
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Planner: Politics affect growih
Rv Karen Gullo

ttteir. 'ideologies on others.
People may be of different
races and different heritages,
he said, but as long as they are
trying to achieve collectively
what they cannot achieve individually, they are community
members.
A problem exists in what
Americans term First World

Siaff Writer

Every aspect of community
development-social, financial
or environmental-is inherentlv
affected by politics. according
to a former Carbondale city
olanner.
· Richard Thomas. professor in
community development and a
former member of the mayor's
task
force
for
the
reorganization of downtown
Carbondale, told journalism
students Wednesday that
politics is an ''inseparable
function" of cvmmunity
development.
"Anything
community
planners want to change in the
name of de"elopment will involve politics," Thomas said.
"Politics is public; it's people
achieving goals. Since the
beginning of civilization,
development goes hand-in-hand
with politics."
In his definition of community
development, Thomas <:aid
people who have a commun
cause are trying to impress

i~~1~':il ~.:T::~ First
World and label our developments First World developmPnts. But we forget about the
Third World people in this
country." Thomas said.
"Probably 25 percent of the
l.i.S. popultion can be classified
as Third World People."
Often, politics can hinder
efficient development, Thomas
said, because influential groups
representing only a minority of
community members can sway
decisions to benefit their special
interests.
"We have the know-how to
develop, but you're ~always up
against someone who doesn't
want to change because it af-

ft>Cts jobs or involves money,"
Thomas said. "There is
emotional investment in any
change."
Thomas said he is fairly
impressed with Carbondale as a
developing community. But he
expressed concern that small
towns are in trouble because
young people are lured to the
city. Mar.y small towns depend
financi~·ily on a single industry
and, if that industry moves or
folds, the towns have much to
lose.

THE
FLOWER BOX
Murdale Sha in Cnnter • Carbondale

Tonight

$~$$'!/tr
......

Recycling of Unit~ersity oil
ob.iectit'e of Pollution Control
By Judy Shute
Student Writer

SIU-C Pollution Control will
begin an oil recycling project
this spr~.g that will help satisfy
proposed Environmt:ntal
Protectio!l Agency regulations
on the disposal of hazardOUls
wastes.
In the past the University has
packaged used oil in large
barrels. The barrels are hauled
to land fills and covered with
dirt. In time the barrels begin to
rust causing oil to escape.
Recyc:ling the oil will help
prevent this hazardous waste
from escaping into the environment.
The oil recycling project will
be headed hy Tim. Goodm~n.
graduate assistant m pollution
control. Goodman has. targeted
the Sl:J-C Travel Serv1ce as tt:Je
site for the pilot project that Will
begin sometime in M~rch.
PollutiQn Control w1ll gather
the used oil from the T~avel
Service and transport 1t to
buvers who will perform the
reeycling proc~. In order ~o
get a higher pr1ce for the oil,
PollutiQn Control may do some
type of a11teri~g to remove the
heavier parhcles, Goodman

sa~~

315 S. Illinois
529-3217

selling the oil to private buyerR
will probably go to Pollution
Control. But the most that could
be made from the project in one
year is ~." Goodman said.
There are sev raJ processes
used in r-.:t>ycling oil for future
use, he said, one way being the
acid-clay distillation method.
'"ll·.e oil is first treated to
remove water. The de-watered
oil is then sent through claycalled fullers earth,'' Goodman
explained. ''The rest of the oil
will pass through and be treate_d

CMM!~S<&
P"~tE

=a~i!;til~ oirisoc:~fi~

to a certain standard."
The standards for refined oil
have been set by the military
who c:urrently use the oil only
for experimental purposes.

.. ;..

Serving the best

in Chinese cooking

Visit The
. Hair Pros
Eileen
Jan
at
Jenny

We have carry-outs
SH-15. .
1HS.IIIInola

,~& 9~

Hours: Sun - Thun S-11 p.m.
Fri- Sat - Sun S-11 p.m.

CI-.4Mon
Main & llllnola
Call fm- reservati-

cor-of

"TAAIRSTYLES
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au MAJOII CHDIT ca•DS ACCIPTID.

money obtained from

EVERYBODY'S

TALKING
"ON THE AIR"
Weekday Talkshow 9:00 a.m.

AN

D NEWS THAT INTERESTS YOU!
MORNINGS

NOON

AFTERNOONS

'WITH JOHN MciNTIRE
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Library seeks to save books for posterity
('indy Humphnoys
Staff Writer·
"Libraries
have
the
I"PSponsibility to preserve books
for posterity. just as museums
have the responsibility to
preserve art objects." said
Carolyn Clark Morrow. head of
the Morris Library conservation program.
The
one-year-old
conservation
program
was
initiated throu11:h a two-vear
National Endowment for the
Humanities grant and employs
four full-time staffers and 13
student workers to repair and
conserve library materials.
Undergraduate library books
require more extensive repair
because of the heavy use of that
library. Morrow said, but
research materials receive
more
concentrated
conservation.
Periodicals are important
research material. she said,
because they constitute current
information of any field. Between 1.500 and 2,000 magazines
all(4 books are bound every
three weeks at a comfJlercial
bindery at a cost of $80,000 a
year.
"Just because we became a
university in 1945, doesn't mean
w~ don't have older books," she
sa1d. "We have books from the
1iOOS. from when we became a
teacher college in 1869, and we
buy old books. al> weU as new, to
complete collections.
The first job the conservation
department tackled was to take
the Scotch tape off of a
collection of papers by John

Dewey. an American educator
and philosophK, whose works
are the subject of SIU·C'S
Center for Dewey Studies.
Each month 300 to 400 library
books are repaired by the
department and 100 custommade boxes are constructed to
protect rare bool<..s from dust,
light. pollution and temperature
eJttremes, Morrow said.
"We use these boxes for the
18th and 19th century books."
she said, " since these books
would lose some of their
historical significance if new
bindings were put on."
The department recently
completed leather treatments,
which must be repeated every

can gi•e you that needed h<ttp. New
doues. s.tort .ach week. Sh.td•nt
Ooo<ounl Ava;lable. Pho,.. ~9- 3917 lo•
o frn no obhgot•on oppointmenl

Wetght lo.s Cttnter
5l1W Moin Carbondale

~h": Y:::~n~~~61~i= f'::

1.500 leather-backed books from
the special collections. They
will begin on the leather book
covers in the social studies
division this spring.
Yellowing and embrittled
pages are caused by acid
residues in paper made after
1840. when wooJ pulp was introduced into papermaking
Morrow said. Prior to 1840. low
demand for paper allowed it to
be made of pulp irom cotton
rags. which was sturdier.
De-acidification is now a
costly and time-cl.'nsuming
project where each page must
be dipped in a special solution,
but mass de-acidification
methods are presently being
perfected. Morrow said.
Environmental controls are
the best form of prevP.nbtive
medicire. she said, since heat,

Mary Sc:hobert, a graduate student in the master of fine arts
program, squeegees a plastic cover over ;a map to protect the
document against soiling and ripping.
light and humidity art" the main
"HPat speeds up chemical
factors in preservation.
reactions. so the cooler it is, the
"The wrong humidity can better," she said. "Meld can
cause brittleness of pages or plague a private L~ollection in a
mold," the fi\·e-year veteran of Southern Illinois home. but airlibrary conservation said. conditioning prevents it.··
"Ultraviolet light from the sun
Morrow's department also
orflorescentlights is harmful to
provides
conservation
books. and 10 degrees of heat
workshops for academic
can double or halve the life of a
iih:-aries within a 300-mile
book.
radius of Carbondale.

Clerical attire OK'd by court
l'iEW YORK IAPl-Because
the last rive vears have shown a
shrinking respect for religious
leaders. a judge says, it's no
longer constitutional to prohibit
dergy-lawyers from wearing
clerical attire before a courtroom iurv.
To do so puts a "substantial
burden" on the guaranteed free
exercise of religion, ruled l'iew
York State Supreme Court
Justice Hugh F. McShane in an
unusual decision both analvzing
trends of the times and upsetting a higher court's
previous ruling.
The outcome marked a vic-

9%

tory. at least temporarily, by
the Rev. Vincent La Rocca of
Brooklyn. in his long fight for
the right to wear clerical garb
when defending poor clients as
a lawyer for the Brooklyn Legal
Aid Soeietv.
A pre\io'Us ruling by a higher
court four years ago held that a
Homan Catholic priest-lawyer
could not wear his clerical
colla; before a jury because
that might influence sentiment
in his favor.

Give her
something
to hold on to
Give hera
D.E. Valentine

* Mortgage
in Parrish Acres

Features:
•Solar Heated**
•4 Bedroom Cape Cod
•Full Basement
•2 Car Garage
•Large Corner Lot
•Builder Will Sell, Trade
or Exchange

The new ruling. which
changes that, still faces further
challenl!:e·

* Effective lnterest-2 years

**Heating Bills- 65° Unoccupied
Oct.- $21.00
Nov.- $19.50
Dec.- $22.50

~ dunr. e<nslriiCtiOncompany

•

:__t?-i}
r.

t r. J 829 E. Main- Carbondale
457-6510

Blue Ribbon .,.ames featuring Real Old fashioned Croftmonship

FQuoiHou>ong
Oppoftumty........,.

Network offers volttnteer training
8' Robin Saponar
Writ"'
The Jackson County Network
is looking for volunt~rs who
want to help others, according
to Susan Sonnen, volunteer
supervisor tr.1iner.
Volunt~r training sessions
for the 24-hour phone counseling
service will be held 6:30 to 10
p.m. Jan. 28 to Feb. I.
During each session, an experienced volunteer or coun·
selor will discuss proper
procedures for accepting calls
too Network receives.
Sessions will be held Monday
through Wednesday at the
Wesley Community House and
on Thursday and Friday at the
Jackson County Community
Mental Health Center.
"To operate efficiently we
need 40 to 50 volunteers."
Sonnen said "The service
receives an average of 300 incoming calls a month. Through

sun

::k;e~::n:, ~a'fsa~ut w:

month."
The reassurance program is
primarily for senior citizens,
she said. "We contact those who
are alone or are medical risks to
make sure someone is checking
on them. We also have a tem-

t:!n~ ~~~u!~~~i~~~~~ !:

divorce or death. We provide
extra support and try to help
them get back together."
In accepting a possible
suicide call, Sonne•. said,
"First,
we
assess
the
seriousness of the call. Then we
ask if the person has already
done something
towards
suicide. Do they have the means
available to them? Have they
ever tried suicide before?
"We try to get them to agree
to a meeting place where we
can talk," she continued. " But
if they sound like they're going,

(;amplts Briefs
A Lifestyling Wor!tshop dealing with physical activity,
good nutrition, relaxation and personaf ecology wiD be
offered at 1 p.m. Sunday in the Ubnois Room.
The Newman Center wiD sponsor a trip to the Anna
Mental Health Center at 6 p.m. Thursday at the center for
people interested in working with the mentally retarded
and the emotionally ill.
·

Linz C. Brown, associate dean of the Division of Continuing Education. is on the steering committee of the
newly-created Illinois Post-secondary Telecommunications Cooperative. The cooperative will be affiliated with the Central Educational ~etwork. which uses
group-buying procedures to provice instructional
pr~rams to its members at reduced costs.
Edward Shea, he-:1d cf physical education programs, is

one of 200 phyv.cal fitness experts invited by the
President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports for All
to a national conference in Washington.D.C., Friday and
Saturday. President Jimmy Carter is expected to opeD tbe
first session.
Anexhibitionofdrawings,.-intinpa..rfibersby~o~n

Thompson will be shown from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. befi~f
Friday at the Nicholas VergeUe Gallery._ A reception WI
be held at 7 p.m. Friday in the Allyn Building.

Peace corps recruiters wiD be on campus from 9 a.m. to
5 p m TuesdaY and WednesdaY in Faner HaD, Room 442~.
~ ~ corps office. The new Peace. Corps consultan~ IS
Percy J. Brown and his new nwnber IS 453-3321 extension
273.

we try to get the name and
address and send out an ambulance."
Volunt~rs work four hour
shirts. assuring that two people
will be on the phones at all
times. "Right now we're short.
A Jot of people are working by
themselves," Sonnen said.

Valentine Special
Jan. 27 thru F••· 14

First Penn Regular Price
Seconcl Perm Half Price
:~E>au(ipd ~~o/tk //~~~
Southgote Shopping Center

Go on and

..DUET*'
Audition

for

THETA XI
a•
campus
Talent Show

For more information call
529-1864 and ask for Marcia
Hayes or Office of Student
Development

Female draft registration talk
revives ERA issue in IDinois
Ry Teni Colby

Chapman. D-Arlington Heights,
,\ssociatN Press Writ.r
an ER.\ supporter. said the
SPRINGFIELD tAPl- The possibility of women registerinA
issue of the federal Equal for the draft demonstrates
Rights Amendment, lying "that the <ERA> opponents
dormant for months in Illinois, have not been telling <people>
has been resurrected by talk of the truth" about ERA forcing a
requiring women to register for draft of women.
the draft.
"Now it is suddenly clear to
The ERA was last voted on in people that women m<1y be
Illinois in June 19i8, whE-n it registered <for the draft e\·en
failed to pass the Illinois House. without passage of ERA I," she
Since then. no vote has been said.
called in the General Assembly.
Sen. Dawn Clark Netsch. Damid general acknowledgement Chicago, another ERA supthat the votes weren't there to porter, said that with the
pass it.
possibility now raised of draft
Now. both ERA supporters registration
for
womf'n,
and opponents say their cause "there's just no way they can
has been given a boost by ,prgue against <ERAI."
reports that the Carter ad··u <womenl are subject to
ministration is considering - the same responsibilities of
asking Congress to require serving Hn the armed forces>.
draft registration for women.
there's no way you can argue
Phyllis Schlafly of Alton. head against them getting the same
of the nationwide Stop-ERA rights," she said.
movement, said the reports
However, Rep. George
highlight the fact that to draft or Hudson, R-Hinsdale. a staunch
register women now would at ERA opponent. said the
least require congressional possibility that women may be
action.
registered for the draft wiD
Sl-e said if !o:RA were part of
"bear. out what (ERA) opthe federal Constitution, ponents have been saying all
Congress would have no choice along."
but to draft women if it chose to
He said that Congress now
draft men.
has the option of deciding
"If we had ERA. it wouldn't whether women should oe
make any difference what the
American people want.:!d," said
Schlaflv. who contended that
most Americans don't want to
see women drafted.
However. Rep. Eugenia

drafted, but that "if ERA
becomes a part of our Constitution, I don't think there will
be any option.'·
Despite discussion of the draft
and ERA, supporters of the
amendment differ on whether it
is likely to be called for another
vote this vear in Illmois.
Janet Otwell, president of the
League of Women Voters . of
Illinois. which has been pushmg
hard for ERA ratification, said
she thinks another ERA vote is
not likely until next year. after a
new General Assembly takes
office.
However. Chapman said she
expects another vote this
spring. after the General
Assembly returns in March.

EXPERIENCE IT!
The Delta Chi Fraternity invites
you to see first-ho·nd what we
hove to offer. And more importantly,
whot you hove to offer us I

~pen

House:

Thurs. 8-IOpm
Fri. 8:30pm

Experience Delta Chi
105 Small Group Housing
536-5561

Til toO IIIII

Pmset-utor: Pinto
hazanl avoidable
WTI>TAMAC, Ind. IAPl -The
'P"ose.:utor in Ford Motor Co.'s
reckltll6 homicide trial said that

the ilutomaker could have
reduc>!d the fire hazard in the

fuel s.vsrem of its Pinto subcompa.:t if it had followed the

engineering example of other

car manufacturers.

Prosecutor Michael A.
Cosentino said a series of
posters by other automakers
extolling the virtues of fuel-tank
placement in other small cars
made in the last 15 years
showed that Ford "knew what
other manuiacturers were
doing and showd have followed
their lead."
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STUDENT CENTER

Grand

• I
0 pen1ng.
KEMPER & DODD STEREO IS NOW OPEN AT THEIR NEW
LOCAnONI WE'RE CELEBRATING WITH SUPER STEREO
SAVINGS FOR THE NEXT 10 DAYS. YOU WON'T BELIEVE
SOME OF THE DEALS WE'RE OFFERING ON QUALITY
AUDIO COMPONENTS.
aD PIONEER SA-&a AMPLIFIER

BASF "STUDIO" 90 MINUTE CASSEnE TAPES

WITH FLOURF~CAN METERS

BUY ONE-

GET

TWO

FREEl
Ptug this one;.., and stend beck. A clean 21-ns per ctwnnel with no more
then 0.03% THO et reted output. Al110 hn two tepa Inputs end tNtny more

tea cures.

0~!~!!2~

TECHNICS SA .. 15 WAn
STEREO RECEIVER

CAR CASSEnE PLAYER

LS-28 SPEAKER
SYSTEM
IAVEt71 . .._

--·
""" -

l!lft • -

of-

bftt.~ _ ...........

- · - · _ _ ...... _ _ _ , .. -wide d.......

tutu~.

FACTORY PRiCE REDUCTION
·ON YAMAHA AMPUFIERI

could

full•--c-
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be yaur .,. -·-~·A
JMI .......... ~- _...._-... of.- 8ft--·~
mowlnl coil ~Input.

SAVE t100 OFF OUR REGULAR
PRICE ON TECHNICS 3-HEAD
CASSEnE DECK!
JUIIt

~~-. :.·_.;~:~!
• -~-·!~ C.i.l
Th'- dec • • ........,, :J.hMdL-

~--·

--1
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--ral.-.. .
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TECHNICS SL-81
BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE

3-WAYHIGHWAY
FIDEUTY SPEAKERS

, , $79

Th'- could be our bftt auto...-.. valuo _ , J.w.., ovstem
- I by t woor... II\- dome m-ge ond dome - • ·
Aloo-oowiltl4by10woofer.

SAVE UP TO 40 1A. ON
SELECTED G.DPIONEER

INCREDIBLE <IDPIOI\IEER'
TAPE DIECK VALUE!

CAR STEREO
MODELS I

'.t~.:.--1 -· . '<!7,:1

Chooee """' " " ' - cfoMout m - ond walk- wilh bl9
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i~~·~~~-~dvocates ttse of alcohol fuels
By~Kepp

S&lldftl& Wri&er

Local
communities
in
America can make thousands of
dollars more if they convert to
alcohol fuels instead of other
types of petroleum, an alternative energy expert said.
Richard Archer. instructor
and researcher in the Community Development and
Design Dep.Jrtment. spoke to 40
students at a discussion
gatherhg Tuesday night in the
:\I orris Library. Archer was one
of four experts that spoke oo the
future of alternative energy in
America.
"Energy conserv3tion and
renewable energy resources are
a community development tool

... not just a technology we're
talking about. When you buy a
dollar's worth of gasoline...85
cents leaves the community,
never to return. If you bought a
dollar's worth of alcohol, 95
cents stays in the community,
bfocause yo:a're usang local
resources and local talent"
Archer explained that heating
homes with natural gas is also a
loss to society. "Ninety-five
cents out of every dollar you
spend leaves the community,
where if you're heating with
wood, pracbcally all the money
stays within the community,"
he said.
Archer said that despite the
skyrocketing cos~.> of oil,
legislators continue to balk at

appropriating funds to new
types of energy r~search.
Manufacturing alcohol by the
use of stills is one of the easiest
ways to product" fuel. One of
Archer's current proje. ·s involves construction of a ..dll to
make alcohol fuel.
"But I have to admit that a lot
of my work is not going into
technology, but into politics,"
Archer said. "The technology is
there. We can probably go
about to miles south of Cobden
3nd get all the information on
alcohol stills we want. In terms
of politics. though, there is a lot
going on."
Archer said he is working
constantly on different committees in order to convince

STOP

Smoking

legislators that alternative
energy wiU work, cost less
money and will eventually
benefit America in the long run. For thut needed help without
Archer is currently serving as the usual withdrawal syrr. P·
a member on the Illinois toms
phone
549-3917.
Resources Advisory Council Student Discount Available.
and National Solar L<Jbby. Both
Stop Smoking Center
orgainzations are involved
1 _
extensively in restructuring the L-.;;:5~1?~W,;_;.;,M;;o.;.;.in.-. ..c_o_rbo-n_d_o_e_.
uses of energy on local and
national levels.
Also on the panel discussing
alternative energy were
Michael Harrington, an administrative aide to five
Southern Illinois counties on
alternative energy: Tom Dilley.
a researcher for the st<~te on
alternative energy·

Female bu.ftliness discrimination discussed
By Gleaa RIU
Aueclaletl Press Writer

WASHINGTON IAPl
Women are growing militant in
their efforts to start businesses,
claiming that too many loan
officers discriminate against
them for reasons that are
emotional, not economic.
That message was heard
loudJy and often at the recent
White House conference on
small business.
The anger is founded on a set
of imposing statistics. Women
own less than 5 percent of U.S.
businesses and earn a
minuscule 0.3 percent of all
gross receipts. But. they make
up more than 50 percent of the
workforce.
"Women face the same obstacles as aU small business
o111rners. only it's worse for us."
says Betty Orrell. president of a
Houston insurance company.

Tbe foUowing jobs for student
workers have been listed by the
Jffice of Student Work and
Financial Assistance.
be
eligible,
un·
To
:lergraduates m\JSt carry nine
ilourS, graduat~ six hours. A
:urrent
A.C.'!'
i'amiiy
Financial Statement must be oo
iile with the OfflC'e of Student
Work and ~ncial Assistan~.
Applications should be made
.n person at the Student Work
)ffice, Woody Hall-B. third
'loor.
Jobs available as of Jan. 29:

The young exe.:utive ~lks
firmly and slowly. "It's
amazing how many bankers,
subconsciously at least, stiU say
a woman's place is in the
home."
At many hearings across the
country. prior to the White
House conference. women
entrepreneurs testified
repeatedly
about
being
discriminated against by
governm~nt and bank loan
officers.
The Senate's select committee on small business
agrees.
Women lack access to capital
and management skills. "But,
in addition, they face further
barr··rs imposed by societal
attilUdes which persis' in the
business community," the
panel report says.
"No legislation or executive
order can reverse those at-

:::= r::~: ~.~~~~

e n = e ; . need capital no
more desperately than men, the it has been criticized as being
dollar amount women seek too small and too slow.
often is below $25.000.
Women were among the most
But ir this period of high organized groups at the White
interest rates and rapid in- House conference. They
flation, many banks are caucused frequently, pressing a
hesitant to make such small five-part platform.
loans.
Their key call was for o!QUal
Where else can women go?
access to commercial credit. It
The Small Business Ad- was the only strictly woman's
ministration has "targeted" $50 proposal adopted as a top
mdlion for direct loans to priority by the male-dominated
businesswomen this fiscal year. conference.

Discover
More-utlful
You With
Electrolysis
(Permanent Hair Removal)

Call today ta orrange tor
your complimentary consultation and demonstration
treatment.

C(lat/,U

,....,,.

re~

Pf!isce~ - 1 opening,
mail earner, 7:30k111:30a.m.;
several openings, tutors for
mathematics, sc1ence and
English, times to be arranged.

A progressive Electric/Gas Illinois Utility is
seeking entry level engineers for the
following areas:
OPERATIONS
SYSTEM DESIGN
SYSTEM PLANNING
POWER PRODUCTION
DATA PROCESSING
We are looking for B.S. and M.S. Electrical
and Mechanical Engineers, if interested
sign up to talk to:
David W. Butt!~
ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY
500 South 27th Street
Decatur, Illinois 62525
An Equal Oppo<· ... oy tmpto,.r
Mol• FllfnOI•

~1.

But that target is more a
statement of concern than a
guarantee. ~e Seraafe committee says.
The SBA also has created a

Clerical - Ill openings, morning workblock; 3 openings,
arternoon
workblock;
4
openings, times to be arranged.
Food. Service - 2 openings,
cafeteria worker, 8 to lOa.m.; 7
openings, cafeteria worker.
10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Janitorial - 1 opening, 8 a.m.
to noon.

ENGINEERING GlADU AOS

.. ., ~gt' 1-1. Daily Egyptian, January

titudes," it adds.
Most businesses owned by
women are very tiny. the
government says. and that
complicates the plight of these

1980

,.,._ rMod Chick- (3) .............. .
Cho- fried Chick- Hom Fried Ric• .... .
*Lemon Chicken~ St-.ct Ric•.......•...
s - & Sour Chicken. S-med Riw..
Curry Chick- (hot) 5-....d Roc: ............. 3.
Choc:k- Froed Rice....................... .
Curry Chicken Fried Pice( hot) .............. .
Chock- Chop Su.y. 5-....d lhce.......... .
Plaon Chop s...y. S - . . t R;ce..... .
Choc:ken. Chow Meon Crospy Noodle.
.
Choc:loenE!IIIfooYov"'(l polly).S-edRoce.. I.9S
:2 pottoes). . . .
. . 2 7S
S1echuon Chicken( hot)• Stc:omed Rice
.3
""""- Roc• Noodle. . . . .. . .. .. . .
. ... 3
Curry Chock.., Rice Noodle(hot) ............... 3
Chicken Soft Noodle( to mein.- -,oki saba).
. . 3.
Almond Chicken.
Rice..
CCKh.. ... Chock•'·
RiCe.

*

s--

5--

Shromp Chop Suey Steamed Roce ...
Curry Shrur!' St-tn<ld R•ce ..
5 - & Sour Shr""P· Steamed Rice ........... •
Shromp Mth lot>.- Sauce,. St-....1 Rice....•. •·

~~

:;: : :

~==~ :;~:::::::.:.:.:::::

:·

J..,pvro Shrimp & Hom Fried lloce•.....•..... 3. 95
r..,pvro Shrimp(6).. . ..................... 2.
Slvimp filii Foo Young( I potty)• Steamed llic•.. 2. IS
(2 potl-) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.95
Saechuon Shromp(hotl
llic:....
. • 2'>

*
~';:::..~:e~~le::

s-""'

. .. . .
Shrom11 Solt ..oodle( lo m.,n yalo: •obol

. ... :

:~:~!
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Bush: Strong military needed

for STC oriation
Joseph • A.' Schafer•. ac:tiflt
director of the division of
aviation technologies in the
School of Technical Careers,
has been named director on a
permanent basis.
The appointment was announced by Arden L. Pratt, STC
dean. It is subject to confirmation by the Board of
Trustees.
Schafer. a native of DeWitt.
Iowa. has been on the aviation
technologies faculty since the
operation ~an in 1965. He was
named coordlnatior in 1973 and
became acting director in l!r78
when Anthony DaR,..sa. founder
of the program. retired.
Pratt said Schafer also will
take over academic administrative responsibiliy for
the University's flight training
courses.

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. lAP) World opinion and a more firm
military stance by the United
Siates probably will convince
the Soviet \inion to end its
aggression in the Middle East.
Republican presidential candidate George Bush said
Wednesday.
''I do think you're going to see
a peace offensive by th1!m
before long." Bush told a GOP
rally. "T~Je world is outraged by
this. They know it."
Bush said President Carter
finally realized, after the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan. that
the Russians were a threat and
wanted a warm water port and
the oil in the Middle East.
He said he supported Carter's
recent efforts to show the
Soviets that the United States
would tolerate no further

aggression.
··If thev see us standing f~o-r:t,
that's ttie way I think you'll
ev~ntually see those troops go
out, .. Bush. the former director
of the Central Intelligence
Agency. said.
He also said if the Russians
tried to invade Pakistan. they
would find
even more
resistance.
·
"If vou see the Soviets go into
Pakistan. vou're going to see a
bunch of -Chinese soldiers in
there too," he said.

Bush. who won the Iowa
caucus earlier this month, was
on a tw!Hiay campaign swing
through lllinois, anu predicted
he would win the state's March
18 primary.
He said the United States

Fortune survives consumer trend.s;
40 magazines celebrate birthday's
NEW YORK IAPl - It was
once popular to s~y that
magazines had a life-death
c\·cle. They were born to serve a
new or developing need. it was
said. They blossomed with it,
and then they faded away
together.
.
Fortune magaztne,
celebratir.g its 50th birthday,
rt'Searched the notion and found
that when expost'd to the facts
the notion also faded. Forty
magazines have ~t&:rv...t or
will observe thetr 50th anniversaries.
Tht>V - Business Week,
llarper's, Atlant!c. _New
Hepublic. Reader s Dtgest
among them -did it. said Robert
Lubar, Fortune's managing
l.'ditor. by changing_ with the
times. And how the times have

ch~~:~rst

Fortune weighed
more than two pounds. and
measured about t4 b/11 inches.
It was sumptous: its cover was
stiff as cardboard; its pages f_elt
like parchment and looked like

iv~~asn't for a mass audience,

but seemingly for those for~
tun:1te few who by the good
God's guidanc:e bad come to run
industry ... the tycoons, _the
founders, whose namt;S mtght
identify their c:ompantes. The_

magazirr was not for a subway
or even a commuter train, but
for the parlor car ,•n route to the
Hamptoos or Palm, Beach. _At
home it wasn't to be tossed wtth
the daily newspapers. but
placed neatly C!! a coffee table
and then bound in volumes for
the library.
It wasn't for consumeY'!>, who
barely were a force. but for U;e
producers. who were a power.
The nearest thing to a consumer article in the first Fortune was "A Budget for a
$25 ooo income in Chicago" that
induded i.S,300 for servants and
$2.500 in savings - and $830 for
taxe;.
Its ad,·er!isements honored
smokestack America. Herculean figures. and fire. steel
and towering skyscrapers
depicted industrial might. And
ads for sports c:ruisen. Pien:e
Arro11-s and the White Star Line
suggested the comfort that
came to those who ran the show.
It's a different shoW now.
Regulation, · tax~tio!'· and
economic democrattzatton grew
from the New Deal. After the
depression there was mass
prosperity, the -:onsumer
movement and inflation.
The magazines that survived
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these decades have done so by
char.ging while miraculously
rem<.~ining the same.
Fortune especially has had to
accommodate to a swifter pace
that means smaller articles.
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ported Carter's call for
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He ~id he did not yet favor a
return to mandatory military
service, but said if it were
needed. it would have to be a
fair one. treating men and
women, blacks and whites. ncb
and poor. the same way.
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Montgontery Ward's officials
find surprise in c·atalog photo
By James Litke
Associated Press Writer

CHICAGO \APi - Monigomery Ward officials are
redfaced over a four-letter
obk"etlity - and not because
someone yeUed it at them
during a board meeting.
The offt'nding word - the
most common Anglo-Saxon
term for sexual intercourse - is
scrawled on a bedroom waU
shown on page 122 of nearly 8
rnillion of the retailer's latest
salr. catalogs.
''1 tiere is a word in the
background, but it's very, very
hard to see," spokesman Ken
Darre · acknowledged. "It
slipped by the proofreaders and
everyone else because unless
you're specif!caUy looking for
tl, it's too vague to make out."
Page 122 is a full-color, fullpage advertisement for bedspreads. The advertising copy
says "Create a dramatic
bedroom setting."
But above i t - not far from
the reddish-brown, floral
patterned bedspread and brass
headboard - a presumably
renegade employee of one of the
photographic studios that prints
the catalog took it on himself to
add more than ambience.
1be obscenity apparently was
scratched into the negative just

before the final galleys of the
catalog were completed.
Never mind that "Eric
Partridge's Dictionary of Slang
and Unconventional English"
traces the word's roots as far
baek as the Greek or Latin. Or
that the OxJord English Dictionary, in the ftrst volume of a
revisni supplement in 1m.
credited a 15th century satirist
with making it part of the
Anglo-Saxon heritage by using
it - in a coded fashion - to
rebuke a high-minded order of
Carmelite Friars.
Despite such precedents.
Montgomery Ward,
long
regarded as one of the more
conservative merchandisers in
the business world, is embarrassed.

"I believe the employee in
question has resigned. but not a
thing can be done," Darre said.
"We wiD apologize to anyone
that calls, of course, but
otherwise, we're handcuffed.
Anyway, I doubt whether it will
bave any long-range effects."
The sales catalog is one of 12
issued annually by the company
and is considerably smaller
than eitber of the general

Gift of De·wey papers
·valued at $22,330

merchandise catalogs shipped
twice a year.
Darre said the catalogs were
sent oot about two weeks ago
and the problem was first
brought to Montgomery Ward's
attention by a customer who
called and asked about iL
"There haven't been many
ethers," he said.
A couple of years ago, Sears,
RoebaiCk and Co. was similarly
em0il1Tassed by a men's underwe£r advertisement in one
of its catalogs. The photograph
of the man modeling the underwear had a sbadow cast on it
in an area that made bim appear to be in a state of arousal.
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A New York appra~ has
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Free Popcorn
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But .lo Ann Boydston, direefor
ol the CenlPr for Dewey Studies,
said the materials are priceless

to DewEy scholars and c:wld be
"tht! cornerstone of sorne reaDy
valv.able research."
The papers were donated by
the late Joseph Ratner, a former student of Dewey's. When
Ratner die.i last June. Boydston
and two other center staff
members spent three days
sifting through
Ratner's
apartment. 1be material they
found fiDed eight storage boxes_
Boydston said, "One of the
particularly valuable aspects of
the Ratner papers is the
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THE LIFESTYLING PROGRAM
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"Break the Smo.lng Habit:
A Stop-Smo•lng Group for Students"
Starting Monday. Fell. 4. 3-5 pm

•

''Nn from Within: A leiJ.CGntrol
Progiw11 for Welght-ManllglnMIIIf"

Starting Tuesday. Fell. 5. 3-Spm
: call today for ,..registration Info; liM lion

iUFISTYLING PIIOGIIAM

:

: .

$TUDt:NT WELLNESS RESOURCE CENTER

136-7702
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ACROSS
1 Severe
6 Sneakier
11 Rldte:ule
14 Wmged
15 Numeric prefix
16 Honest 17 Trar1SitllfY
t9 Base
20 Hand tOOl
21 Succors
22 Barga•n
24 Cat sound

26 Smart
27 Death

30 Er32 Unallended
33 Elect. unit
34 Maroon
37 Larrup
38 Vehte:le
39 Watt
40 Color
4t Gab users
42 Stove
43 Bowling
headaches
45 Cleansed
48 Strong suit
48 Horse load
49 Expoate

50 Sea gt'owtfl
52 Slender
56 Month: Abbr.
57 N. Amer.
hlrd: 2 words

60
61
62
63

Unbolt: Poet.
lJn4Nen
Blood vessel
Maller: L -

64 Scare off
65 Use TNT
DOWN
1 BriStle
2 - mater
3 Knocks
4 K•nd ol stone

5 Pronoun
6 Step
7 Advarte:e
8 Belongers:
Stofftx
9 Sea bird
10 Clallered
11 Talking Idly
12 ~hng
13 Lesslloary
18 Equine
:?3 Steep
25 Woetd
26 Earth
27 Tetched
28 Gerrs name
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29 feldspar
gmns

4.'i Mamaancl

30 Vnntures

46 Greater

31 Goes wrong
33 York or Knox
35 Marge
36 Fht
38 Retreat
39 r.._.n seat
2 words
41 Sheared
42 Funow
44 Faster.er

47 RUSStan
stockade
48 Sentor

50 Problem
51 Pacify
53 Ettmic darte:e
54 Adherents
55 Dapper
58 ExtSt
59 Chatter

11an looking for prospector
CHICAGO IAPl-While gold
was rising to a record hi~h i.Aict"
of $875 an ounce IP.st week. Jotm
Renner was runmng a
newspaper ad hopl;,g to find
S(,o 1eone to accompany him on
a prO!'oecting trip to AriZODa.
R.."'lllee", 33. who has a construction bo..iSiness. admits he
doesn't know mucb about
pannin.;: for gold. But he says
he"s rc!ad two chaptet-s in a book
!!.. ~bo.!clted out of the library.
"It's heavier than stone and
sand and romes down a riverthat's -what the book says.'~

explains. "U it stared
me in the face and had a big 'G'
on it. I might miss it."
That's why he ran the help
wanted ad asking for "an experienced or semi-experienced
prospector.''
He says he plans to take two
weeks off his job and leave his
young children at home with his
wife.
"I don't expect to get a
professor, but I want. to have
someone knowledgeable," he
says. "No females - they would
not work hard enough."
Kennt'l"

Rl ~11.1 IIIR

Syrian leader is eager
to deepen Soviet ties
DAMASCUS, Syria 1API •
Beset by nagging domestic
terrorism and fearful of an
Israeli attack without Egvpt to
help him, President ilafez
Assad is moving Syria closer to
the Soviet Union despite the
Russians·
unpopular
in·
tervention in Afghanistan.
Assad. leader of the Arab
opposition to the Egvptianlsraeli peace treaty declared
his "eagerne:;s t~ deepen
cooperatton wtth the Soviet
Union" Monday aftP.r a fourhour meeting w:th Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko.
Meanwhile Gromyko, whose
three-day visit ended Tuesday.
used Moslem Syria's capital as
a platform from which to call
the United States the "worst
enemy of Islam and the Third
Wot·!.t nations."
"I thinM. Syria is getting closer
to the Soviets because of
Assad's feelin~ that he nas been

put in d corner by the U.S., by
the Egyptian-Israeli peace
treaty,'' one Western diplomat
in Damascus said.
Syria was one of the seven
nations that refused to attend
the Islamabad conference of
foreign ministers at which 34
other Moslem nations earlv
Tuesday condemned the Sovi~t
action in Afghanistan and
demanded the withdrawal of thP
occupation army.
Syria also abstaine.-1 on ttae
U.N. Gef!eral Assembly vote
condemnmg the Soviet intervention. Diplomats here say
Synan offit'ials at the U.N.
lobbted for the Russians before
the vote.
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DRAnS30.
611 S. Illinois

Add INTEREST to
your life with

SHARE DRAFTS

While you're paying
your bills with Share
Drafts, we're paying
you!

... because you deserve sometf.ing better than ordinary checking I

.

SitS. Illinois
IVERY THURSDAY

MICHELOB SPECIA

•*******************-**********•

!• · Drafts 354
i•
! 60 oz. Pitchers $2.00 !

•Free drofts with direct deposits
•Share drafts look like and perform like checks
•5,.. annual dividend paid monthly
•No minimum balance on .'~aft accounts
•No service charges

•••••••************************•

FREE OLY DRAn OR SODA WITH
PURCHASE OF ANY SANDWICH
Open Dally for lunch at \1:30
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•

Come Into the Crecll·

OHice ancl open an
account today

EMPLOYEES

CREDIT UNION
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cents per word

"COUPON"

GERMAN SHEPHERD PU~
PIES-S20. Ready for Valentin.e's
Day. Call Roger at 529-1622 dunng
buSiness hours.
B35l'9Ah87

FREE

'!!:..~'.•"'" kyleuto

the fault
the advertiser which
leliSe-n
the
value
of
the
advertisement will be ad~ted. U
your ad appears incorrectly. or if
you wish to cancel your ad, call5363311 before 12:00 noon for

Two Days--9 cents per word. J)r!"
day.
F
D
ts
Three or our ays-8 cen ~
wor~i. per day_.
FIVe thru Nme Days-7 cents per

SILENT SUPER-B Sankyo EM&OXL with tripod, excellent
ca:nera. Best offer. ~4 after
9:00pm.
351,tAjil7

1 perpatron

Music Box

with Ext:as. Low Mileage, Exc.::lo::!! Condition, $6.000. 684-4756
after 5pm.
:~&tSAa89

:;;::.!;;:,

MARK Ill SKIS and poles, men's
Nordica 10•2 «narrowl boots, $80.
~dary saw, make of~~l~
FOR SALE:

AIMIIotto.p~tea~ts

:f~?~: ~:e.-~~5=
3525Aa95

chaps. rbOneSolt-7267.

1972 FORD MAVERICK, six, 3

Automotlv. .

985-4aslit.

'64 SCOUT. 4-WHEEL drive. New

Reallstate
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-----------------ALL BRICK, THREE

Carbondcle
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Come in for a

l
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A.C..

tt::fe~~1 .drapes
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:::::.~~·

Good condition or
needing repair.
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CAMPUSAUDI()ISBac:k! Witban
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WHEELS?

CHICK OUT OUR

TRANSPOin'ATION
SPECIALS
Untler$173 Chevy loguno 2dr. ~ & oir
72 Chevy C-10 P.U. Aut, camper
70 C-10 Chevy p.u. looks and
runs great!

UmlerSHI
73PiymouthFUfY~. needs trans
'71 Ford l TO 2dr. hord top
71 Dodg~DIOOP.u.

HALDER STIREO

BUY AND SELL used furniture

AUDIO liCHNICA
IONIC.aoM
eg. $13.95
Now$10.95

~s~~ =.W&b~~=t

_._~f95~

eg. $7 .25·

TYI-"EWRITEIU, SCM" ELECTRICS, new a td used. Irwin
typewriter Exc'.~ange, 1101 Nortb

!
I!

I2':~t~J!r.o.Z,~~~~.~'lis:A~1~~

~WST SELL 21" TV, Du~Jiex
refri"erator 1side x sidel 12 x13'
and pad, be~T1f87

II

f:J.d~~~t

HANDMADE QUIL1S, $70.00 and

No r. .sonaltle offer
refused

liiPa a..lSUN,East Rt. 13
at&a..llaad.
•s7-11M

-------..--"-•.7-,.I.'.:'.:Sl

MATI'RESS QUEEN SIZE. box

magazines. 54!H512

....~ ... Dally f:ayptilln. ...____
.• ·-~s~.~-
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55 gal aquarium••.... 69.•9

opts. 3 bloc:ks from
N
t
campus. o pe s.

Rv birds
'"'·
u....
and
1_ ~lso dog and cat ~~r.

after2f.rt~m

- . .

for efficiencies, one
bdrm and two bdrm

TAc.!~~PAIRCI}/1~·fi·15l'lht~RsPmHaJYlSBan01.~.~-

3506AI87

~SWEDISH,
ConnectiOn, PU.RITA.NL
Film. Rusn ILLl~NOIS
and other

j Gl8nn
WI...... Rental
510 So. University

~;r::~:~~:~ ~~~!t:_

.

C:.II .......14J
MURPHYSBORO-Z BED·
ROOM-earport -stove- refrig.

::-!~y:-~?~~ 2 ;i~:J.g~.ou
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE,
$275.00 a month. Available for
immediateoccupilDCY.

T:Bb87

~~~=~ ~-~~!,1: ~~~~

larJe.
totally
remod~ed,
refmislwd floors. 2 bay wi
new kitchen fl batb $390.00.
bedroom trailer, cl01e to M.all,
~~ breakfast barJ:~~

CLEAN, FURNISHED, TWO
miles east1 availabl~ now, two
~ ,180 a mooth~r:s
CRAB ORCHARD ESTATES. 3

~e:~rn::'ne~~u!':it!ras• b::~ba1i~

included $260.00 mo. 2 tiedroom
trailer $150.00 mo. Solt-7180 after
~:00.
3507Bb90
NEAR CEDAR LAKE, 5-acres, 3bedroorns. pay CIPS only, set up

~:e~~':ifa~r:f:t~l~~~
35oi6Bb92
Con ng
tracts

s-IIAni-ls
Canar'- Parak-ts Finches
......,...._...,...............
..,. or Qf jC!OIII•...., .... ' - ·

Corlaontlale Houelntt.
Extr«~ Nice 4 Bdrm,
fum.shed house, 3 blocks
from campus, woll-ta-wal~
carpet. Absolutely ~ pets,

Now ta

Spring

10 gal aquorklm....... 5.99

1t~.nl~f.r;~·,!~.c;:.~~fer.~

I'

&TJf.i!s:~rtr utili~1~Bail9

Accenorlos

up. Cal1Sol&-3903after5:o:;3488Af88

83433Sb86

~..:.~· rent $125. 45~~a:J.i

FOR RENT: NICE t bedroom a8!-

I1WINIINICOUIIII
AKCI~s~Pu~
. TropicaiFishS,.Ciolista
TrapicoiFithSuppliosl

I

~~m"c!.~:-tan~~~ea,r:l~.s.

~!:~~-FfF:ofES~~~,

MURPHYSBORO, VERY NICE I
bedroom. $165.00 per month. 5292694 or Sol&-7723.
· 3485da88

fiSH NIT NT IUIIIII.Y ·
HIADQUAIIIIIIS

I

83457Bb87

SMALL 2-BEDROOM HOUSE,
newly remodeJed, insulated. near

NO liltS

MURPHYSBORO, VERY NICE 2
~ctn:rmM,!Z~~ per mon~::aa

Pets & Supplle5.

l

~.' ~:U~:os~~~e:;:

All ICtCOtions ore furnished
A. C., SOME UTILITIES FURNISHED

457-4422

715 So. Unlvenlty
"on the island..

MISS KITTY'S GOOD used furniture, beds. box springs, mattresses, Chests of drawers,
dressers. sofas. dinelle sets. much
more tc.o numerous to mention.

a month.

unf~o;rnlsbed, available for immediat~ occupancy. Personnel

for siOgle. pet. water. lriisb; also

I

&WS~~~yaway. Chri..=~

-•

See these and more ~t

Now $4. 99eoch

any quantity

FRENCH WOOD CLARINET
S145 00, 1971 Ford Wagon, snow
tires $350, Norlaki Fine China,

$115/~n
$120/~n

10x50
12x50

MAXWILL UDXL I & II

I

~~:f.~"~.pe;a:,~?~~t

,...................

AT 12 EZ Reg. $70.00
Now$30.00

magazines. ~11after~GAI87

4081, Cobden. lL.

Efficien..-y Apts. $130/ mon
l Bdrm Apts. $175/mon.

AUDIO 'IICIINICA CAIRIIIDGI

~~~. t.~:!:T:J!I. ~';!i~

B3463Bb87

301 W OAK ST., $180

3448Bb87

Apert.....ts

SPECIALS THRU FEB. 9

~:~~~i~JtderW~tl. :i"~:b

afl-:rM.::

Royal Rentals

~~~~~t~J~~:~4~
3510Ae87 '·--------------------~
Miscellaneous

7-2289

CARBONDALE, IN NEED of an
apanment? We have vacancies.
smgle or double occupancy,
completely furnished. We pay
utilities. .apply in-"lrson, Office,
5US.Crahilm,457 12.:~"\Co

10X50 2 BEDROOM, furnished, new

J:X:&

mootb leaSt- de(IC)loll. 34&--=Bb87

TWO BEDROO~I t· JRNISHED
apartment, carf:t a•r. near
~: absolute y no ~;M
DESOTO. NEW 2-BEDROUM,

t't~.'~?ter:~~~· ~7~==
8588.
3498Ael8

CUSTOMIZED CHEVY VAN New eugine, lr_.;;::,..lila, brakes,
tires, exhavst, !""f;il, stereo,
:~ aoo mucb more

3524An87

Apartments

. ........... ...._...,._,.

MUST SELL, KOZY Bx36, weU

1

')

CARBONDALE, 2 P.EDROOM,

175.

11MW.MAIN
c.rtto.lolc. 58-.yte

IJ::rMEu:'i.? ~ Y~!: ~0:·

~li=
~= m~:~~ ~~~
311u&. W p.m.
3473Aa88

HOUSil'<G.

=~:u::sh~ ~e's C:.W!t

FERDER TREMOLUX AM·
PLIFIER, 1961, white, 2 new 10"

FOR RENT

.....................

2930 on '1'-. and Thurs. after 6:00
or l·Zl7·71ri·7555 anytime.
3387Ael00C.

341131~.. 86

~:l~r ~~~een 4 ~8 ~

CARBONDALE

l:ic'=t~ !s~:..S~l8S~

tr.e demonstraf

:'~b~'i!:~~x:.a~~~=~=

~.sA~: ~~inD~:aitr::
$500.00. ~457-ii74'i .~ 5:00mn.

STL'DENT RENTALS: 2.3. and 4
bedroom houses. close to campw1,
also one and 3 bedroom apart·

ONE 'PERSON NEEDS two more
for three bedroom house. furnished. all utilities included. $125 a
mootbeac:n.457-4334. 83419Bb87

6066.

llx60

~~iles fl"'..m eampus~

Houses

TAKAMJNE CLASSICAL GUITAR
C-128. rosewood bac:k-sides. spruce

11K Apt...ell S11tS

MoltlleHomas

mnditiOIN!I', sluldy lol. King size

3454Ba87

Spm, 529-3308.

SUBLEASE OR GET Roommate
for 2-bedroom apt. near Crab
Orchard. Call Jeff, 50-7332 or 34~
4060.
3ot74Ba86

;=. ':g.g~:!.C::·. ~~on~b.rg:

~':ba!~::~·:~u:

III.ICJISC~MMI'

stove,
in:=,11as

CARBONDALE AREA:

r:.m~~:;s:~
~= ru~!'heer:
rent· includes utilities. Call after

ACOUSTIC 126 BASS Amp. 100

SUNN AMP • 101) watts Z·12's,

•Business
•Home and Personal
Uses

~~ ·~~a~Th!':;:::~ i:.rc:~:

For Senrlce:

343688116

SPRING

SUBLEASE

tGB0x5, D.E.,and I'll call~

FOR SALE: 60 Acres· Good Woods
and 23 tillable acres. 15 miles from
Carbondale. Call893-Z774.
:l242AD87

GLO.ALAUTO
North on Hwy. 51

~~~~ ~t5.c:r~~::~:

457-6956.
TO

~i;fe ~m. )~~'g:s
tJ:..;"~==,r~.or=y •~
water included. can ~1'l88.

=\::.?'~~~;::: Sh~te:.

529-1644

VERY NICELY FURNISHED 2·

C'dale Ramadrlnn on old Route 13
Wesl. Cali&&Hl-15.
832i7Bb87

1

GMC JIMMY, 197-t. 4-WO Excellent condition, lots of extras.
After &PM, 50-7707, or
91

POIIIIGN CAR PAIITS

..

3504Ak.87

=~tsar!? c~.1:!!t !\~~~~~~~
after 5.
3447An90

starts6 runs good. $550. 34~

FOR SALf

skis

Muslcaf

MUST
SELL-FISCHER
Speakers. Rare floor standing
model XP-to, 3 way s~akers.
15"woofer w1th Piezo electric
tweeters. $200.110 finD for set. 5291561.
3527Allll

rwe~~::=~·.g::~~rt~~~=:

CROSS-Co~mtry

215 em,;.: poles, size 11 boots, anil

(across h-om the troin station)

after 6.

t APARTMENT FOR 2 people,
sophomore approved on-campus.
$2l!O per montli. Includes utilities.
3418Ba91
Call -l$7-5636.

Sporting Goocls

STER
REPAIR

t966 PLYMOUTH, BEATER with
a heater. $125.00 or best offer. 457·
2340
35t4Aa86
--·--------'76 PLYMOUTH ARROW GT,5
speed Hatchback. Excellent
condition, low mileaJ!. AM-FM,
extras. $2650.00. Dan, 34!H453.
3&31Aa90

per word. per day·
_
Twenty or More Days-;, r.ents per
worJ, per day.

FOR SALE: 35MM Ma ..,l:ra-Sekor
electronic SLR. f 1.4. s:,,;,m lens,
extras. After 6, 687·3714. )190AJ87

up to$1.75 value

1'9Gold,
73 TRA."IS
AM Special Edition
6.6 Ltre, All Power, Loaded

346tAh94

Cameras

Guitar Player
Keyboard Player
Magazines

C'•le
18111• M.ld
Slt-21•
Stt-21•1

w~! fh"rud~neteen Days-& cents

l·JEED

HUSKIES,

~ru~~~b?~He~! ,,~~" -rr~;:s,
Layaway. 724-78!J1.

eannot be

~~i~=~~~C:...da~

'"TI?n:~u~alcS:,~

SIB~RIAN

llectronlcs

.____.._s,.J_...7,.M..._.1___..

STUDENT RENTALS
S AND 4 81DROOM
HOUSI~ C10SI TO
CAMPUS
Call ._,_. .,. 4:00
and S.oOOpm.
.S29-tN2 MNaao·

Molblle Home~
CARBO!'IDALE TWO BEDROOM

~:::la~l:~:.v~~ho:S..J:.:~~~pus.
2840Bc86

------------------

ONE TWO·BEDKOOM 6: one three
bedroom traders. Glis..o;on Court.
616 E. Park St .. Carbondale.
3298Bc88

rr.·:r.~~~~~~- t."VIIi~~i~~~~~~~~

FEMALE
ROOMMATE
NEEDI-:D. for large house close to

POSITI0:-.1 AVAILABLE.
RESEARCHER with the School ol
Medicine, Carbondale. 50 percent

t!:,WJ:i: ,!~C month.~:OO

·--------------MALE
TO share 12X65

trailer. SilO per month.
Joe 549-3116.

:">OICE 2 Bf.DROOM 10 ~B~~
1
!i[!'(,fe c~!'!r.s·t~: mdoo"~~
~tobinson Rentals. 549-2533.

L•

utilities.
3307Be87

ROOMMATE WA!I;TED NOW
through summer. Own room

'r!

~~h~~~- Carbonda~22 :"

BEDROOM. 12 x 00 lfa':ref~!
rent. country setting, pb. 4.;7·7581.

2

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR a
modern 3 bedroom horne
ava1lable now, call457-&35 or 54g:

ILE~~se=~

11384.

~~t:':;.~r:.•.hly. no fi:s~

3356Be89

1 BEDROOM TRAILER. 300 South

I

MoWle Home Lots

FREE
••· 51 North
MOVETO

RACCOON VALLEY: 1st mo. nat

fr~r~r c~~- ~&~.h~~~~xanne

ONE BEDROOM: SUBLET to 15
May, very close to campus, $90 per
month, no deposit. 215 E.
- - - - - - - - - - -.. 1 Freeman.
3427Bt'86
-ON_E
__
P_E_RSO_•.-N-E&rK::-,-?-.m_ore_f_or
M25Bc91

1

~n~ ~~~g:; ~f!~ :0~:~·Jro~ 4~~

6167 t•r 457·5749.

0

!.~~tf:s ~c~:~~. %~~i~h:on~~

7 RUNS OAILY

••• 51 North

NCb.

12lt60

-157-4334.
TRA~LER.

B3420Be87
NICELY fur-

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
to sublet Garden Park Apt.

X·RAY TECHNICIAN, SEEKING
individuals interested 10 part-time
even1ngs or mg!lts to work m a new
and up-tCHiate X-Ray Department.
1
:~'!f..;t sheT:
re\~~.:l
working con:f.tions and salary

gs.

:1;:~~~~L~~-~-tely~~

ONE

};(n~~~:~~~~==~. :U~!f.hl:'::~~:

FEMALE

ROOMMATE

=:n:u;~e;::~,.a~~~~
~:a~ La~re:::

6&H681.
3459Hc87
12x60 2 BEDROOM. central air,
~~:~~li~~~:&. No pets.

•• utmf::: 457-2748.

::ad=

3467Bell

ROOMMATE TO SHARE lar,e

344&8c87

=.t~~~nd nat,
~

FEMALE

ROOMMATE

stGp by 5l3S.

Ce:ldge. 3491Be86

----------•1 ~=~~~:" ~:'u ~~~
ROOMMATE NEE!:'Erl TO Share
twu bedroom house. $125 per
mooth pl1111 '2 utilities, 687':tifsdfl

TRAILEitS
$100·$180 per mO'Ith

"tHUCK RENTALS

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED for
2 bedroom apt. $162.50 monthly

.._549-3374

1.11'-.E-W-.-12x
__
60_2_bedroom
____•_f_urn--is_hed._•l

close

t~~=·

plusutilities.529-1264.

FOR

~t~e~ri. close

mt.

~

~

'plus utiU..... In . .r~ous
locetiOMo Jft..l4M
froM .....,......

ROOIIIS
CABLE TV, ALL utilities paid,
maid 11ervice. $52.50 r.r week.

Kill&'slnnMotel.S49-40~il:iBd93C

UNEXPEt'TED oPENING IN
Coed bouse. Sunf!Y. •. fu~nished,

KARIN S

Alterations-Drapes
above Atwood Drul{~

downtown. Open. Feb.
Mon-Fri
Sat 1-5
(wam-2pm Closed Wed.
.

·

WANTfD

t

•
'-.

Autos, Trucks
Junken, and Wrecks
SELL NOW
for Top Dollar

c•tl TERRY GOLD •t
4SJ-M61
H.J. 'ichouwecker
Insurance

635 East
Walnut

~----~----------~~~

457-6319

WANTED: Stringed double bass,
549-3168.
34i6FBi

LOST
~~
BLACK LAB PUPPY. Reward.
Near 13 south !'nd Wall St. White
f/l~hor_..~~est. call :>:!9-2~ ~~

2

SMALL IRISH SETTER. remale,
red. brown collar. lost on Pleasant
Hi'l Rd .. answers to Lucy. cal! s~
2658. Reward.
:l519G88
GERMAN

SHEPHERD MIX
silver color. about &

Pupp~-black

~~-~~~~l~~C:~~~me

MF.N!

MAN'S GOLD BRACELET. large

Hos~ital,

WOMEN!

211 S.

JOBS!

~~r.~:~ ~==:

~~:w=:l:'f~r~~

3532GII7

. - - - - - - - - - -. .•1 %!~;.~~a~G'jj!~e,.~~;
-.......,..
~IIONP

for appllcatioo·info-referraf: to
Cruiseworld 113, Box 60129.
Sacramsto, CA 951160.
3233C97

To help ,ou through ltli• experience we give yc-.; CO'YIplete counseling of ony

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR
Student Workers: Begin now: I

duration before and criter
the procedure.

~!~~: :J'J'~~~~i~hrym~:~;~
worli block'- 15 hours-week. 1

=!~:;.R~~~oois~w:i'itb:.~

STUDENT WORKER NEEDED Ad typesetter. preferably wi~h
exper~ence on Compuira~h1c
t?:::r~~
S::m:r
have a current A<.T on file. Apply

c::d

;;J:'!::'

~::'J&:::~~be~

-

~tir~~~~~!!;

=:::r"ft~~-!~ly~t:eft

~-r:r~.:~t::=
ladudeautilities.541-l713.3413Be11

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
l2lniil oiler. Walking distance to
campus. S90 s:;r month and "a
;/~~es. Call im or Ka::i,.f~

~~~~g._uAss:~r:::~~~:l'enV~;
share house S mi"tutes from
library. Call54H051 after~IBdl7

FEMALE-IMMEDIATELY f'OR
Lewis Park Apt., own room, "a

=·::'~.:f•,:e:Jr~. 'gfi" 1::

I

31192.

--

WfiMOIG OPPORTUNITIES._

PEJ1ALE ROOIOIATE Na1JED

r,-....--~-..
--..-..-..,.--.......
~-.1
_ . _ .., • • _

of Barl.endir.g.
BJSVSEIO;){'

~~Street. Bellev11leB~

St. Elizabeth's

F'EIIALE llOOIDIA'I'E NEEDED
=•••J-~~ ~

~oo:..:.:ENA~~

L--

MllBell

BARTENDER.

Sch~

CALL US
...._wee-."

Call Co:~~!!~1-IJIS

;;ca».

II:I5:JIGa.

ANNOUNC£MENTS
BEDWETTING.

BEDSOU.ING

~!}~¥~:·~enf:runr;~inR;~:!
Development No
549-4411.
-

charge--CaD
B21162JBiC

~f,t~tSSIO~~"JARR~~~Uy-·

Cohabitational Problems-·
CounSf'iing--Center ror Human

~~!!lopment-llio

cha~~~

KICK THE SMOKISG Habit. Once
and For All. 5-weelr smoker's
workshop Thursdays. 6-8pm.

~~J!~~~- ~=:istr!~~~n ·
3· 18 or 987·2496 evenings. Fee:
$5.00-sessioo.
3367J86
BRONZE YOUR BUNS! Davtooa,
Ft. Lauderdale. Padre. We have il

!ritl:.f-

New Zenith Color 525 _00
monthly. Blacll & White
515 _00 monthly. FrMaint-nce. Free Delivery.
QJ.JIIt

--

=~. Pt~R 6Ty~:

!;.~~~ ~~S:.e~[r:;
~lity! Our prices can't be beat!

UtOdayiM2~ (Hel'rin~.

THE CEN'IER FOil Ba*.aiill

..............
...
==- ..... =.tli. =--~~-=-~~ ~r:~~~~~:~~l
Er•
...
·J......~=t:J~ue:•
..~=..

f11111•W.
c•.:.:-r
.......~-.-.~
BEDilOOII,

B354DBc:ll

~~-

=~~~~u~~=

RENT.

••i... •

pets. 54H481.

to

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

::-~.....:-~~=

NIU~ I
-u

3479Be88

LARGE OWN ROOM. carpeted.
for quiet ~son. SIOS.oo. very

~~soc::;-~ t:=c:

You with all your
insurance needs!
• auto
• renters
• mobile homes

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO Share

Two

1

Dirty Don
549-3036.

457.0421

FEMALE BARTENDERS APPLY in pe:rson, Sgt. T.J. l\{cFly's
Watering Hole.
8342-lC86

ME!

~~loseac,a~:~: $11~~

....., ,n,

OFFERED

101-~27-....

town. 324 W. Walmt. anyti~Be93

ONE AND TWO bedroom trailers

~~~· ~~~ f~..::.t

A

~ ta~~'~tN~Y tft"~~i~'!1f5::!

N. New Era Road
Carbondale

BOLEN FURNITURE REPAIR .
Finest quali\Y craftsmanship with
over 30 year s expenence to serve
your furniture repair needs. 337
Lewis Lane, carbondale. -l5749'l4.
83022E9tC

RENT

BECOME

SERVIQS

~~k~~nf::s~;~~t.'==~r:~

INTERESTEDJN'HoiiSES?
Lovely 2 bedroom next to horse
!arm, $1110.00.457-7697 af~':aa

dPberonple.n687ne~..;.,;!earyern5i~.:;. ~~

1b\':.

UPHolSTERY.

1

~~~ t!!:~eteufi~l~e[lbri~ 0:

supplies ava8able. Call529-1052.
B3286EIOIC

Kant ens
.

must have ACT-FFS on rile at
Student Work Orrice. Phone
Psychology :;36-2301, Ext.~1C90

PLEASE

~~~~nr~=: aa3T1oll:~i
COVER'S

Covonaa Pizza 311 s. Ill.

~~:m';.s 3 nb,:k~~e,:~~s ~~~

underpinned and AC. Nice
~~:hf;.· no pets. 45Ho:l:9:~

ff'x~:o~:s~~. 2 ~~~~ 0 ~~

1

~liS~;.~~es.

.MEDICAL
Immediate appointml'llts.

ABOHTJON-FINE~T

care.

HELP

PART "11ME FEMALE Bar help.
Apply .Plaza Lounge in person.
~:~~ence not nec:essa~

2 BEDROOM, 12lr60 BETWEEN

TRAILER

Must hove ph~ne.

I WANT TO

HELP WANTED

~:~nr~·'l. ~l::iVO"Dr::e:·~t ~~~2~i
1 morr:ngs
or 549-0482 eve~~Be87

B34498c811

-

Girla wanted for
Counter Help

· B:t!l7BL97C

FREE IIUS

~~~i~: ~:~.i:l~~~

~:::!!F:.e?mn~~~ ~::,'r 3~ut~:;;

Apply in person

CARBONDALE,
12x60. AT.
TRA<..TIVE 2 bedroom. air. car-

VERY NICE, CLEAN. 12x60. $175
month. 1 mile rrom camlus.

mensurate w1th education and
expl!rience. Subm1t a leiter of
application, vi:ae. and three let·
ters of reference no later than
fo'ebruary 8. 1980 to: OHice of the
Assr>;:1ate I.Je;;n, Attention: John T.
Wriliams. Southern
Illinois
li.1i\·ersity 'HSchool of Medicine.

...:.::.
-=

CRAB ORCHARD LAKI" M H.P.,
Carbondale. Expanding, r;xcellent
facilities. Free month's rent. Small
pets OK. 549-7513.
324981.97

L..&-..:.---s.t-9_-----~

~t'j=~~i~g. •,e: m1~!f an~~
~~~r~'b~~~~~'ia~i:l~,jl i~eh~h~
0

Illinois University at Carbonddle is
an Equal Opportunil) Atrirmative
835:WCB7
Action Employer.

Ot:SOTO. IOX50 MOBILE home.
carpet, gas heat. washer, couple
only. no pets. 86i·2643. B3432Bc811

3()00

~~:r~~ ~ilt~~~ ~:.,~ju~~~

•.

549-3000

~S:· ~:_evens Rea!:/iJ~

3535C90

pertise

3484BCI03

--ONE

bondale.

Bach~ lor

CARTERVILLE. DUPLEX. new.
2 bt>droom · storage • washer.
dryer hook-up- pri\·acy. 9115-2976.

ONE LARGE BEDROOM, one
small, s:ro~cH water, Town A:
~r:h'l Mo · omes. c~'nSWc!:i
rwo BEDROOMS STARTING at
~o. natural gas. Also. lots
available. Ma'ibu Village, 457·83113.

f'ART-TIME SECRETARY for
typ1ng.
dic!ation
and

1980. Applicants must hold a
s degree and have ex;,,
microcomputer

Duplex

CARBONDALE AREA 2 bedroom.
~~:·~.t;~· $120 per~~~

2 BEDROOM. TRA

i\IALE GHAD OR senous un·
dergrad Own roorn in great 2
bedroor.1 3Jll. Central heat, AC.
$1~0 montlily includes utilities.
cable. No pets. 457 -&162. 3513Be92

35011Be92

fEMALE
RooMMATE
NEEDED. SilO month pins utilith!s.

=='-S:C:~:!:~i~::

mnburlement and a differential
schedule of a~ pereent for
evenings. an:l 110, pereent for

~':'P.!"=.!H~:h

;e:!:i

~

_.wcs•••• .......,__..,.

Free confidential assistanCe
and . . . . - . . testing.
,...-..------,

2-7pmMon-Fri m. 9-t Sot.

= t a l 404 W.Maill St., Car-

~=~-~~~

eauJobnafteo"&p.m.549-6!r7~81

Gd away to the
Gokondo.IL

PARTS ;

have

_ __..Muat
..a..-,
- ...- Apply in per.- ot
C....'•"-

BSSWI7
ASPIRING COMEDIANS-GUYS
a' gals interested in forming club
to l!l!rfonn and-« write material.

Rlwnrlew Holal

YMCA
CARBONDALE,
NEEDED: Baton instructor immediately.Call~ 83478C87

.......

--.·::;~ ~

AND '

I~ .:;;¥~h}
II

SERV,CIS
•t.51 3000
North
9

Home cooking at
Ma Barker's Diner
Relax by the Ohio River

683-3001
12.60 single

14.80 double

~:~~~.a~~~~.~~- ,l=n:n-.~~~~~1 .__m_..;...
__........
___a_...
__.. t•------54•·------·~ " ' " - - - - - - - - -..

Wirtz denies funneling fttnds
at trial of Attorney General Scott
By SUsan J. Smith

Associated Press Writer

CHICAGO
Chicago
miUionaire Arthur Wirtz denied
in court Wednesday that a
salary he paid to Illinois At·
tornev General William Scott's
wife-lo-be in 1972 and 1973 was
intended as a payment to Scott,
and said he was not afraid of
Scott.
"\bsolutely not." Wirtz said
wh\:n Scott's attorney, William
Barnett, asked him if he l."onsidered the salarv checks he
signed for Ellen Cooper "in any
fashion to be money going frr.m
:,·ou to William Scott."
"Did you consider yourself to
be pressured in any way by Bill
Scott to put her IMs. Cooper,
wbo later married SccH l on the
payroll?" Barnett asked.
"Absolutely not," Wirtz.
owner of the Chicago Stadium.

answered again.
"And did rou have .1ny fear of
Bill Scott?' Barnell asked.
"Absolutely not." Wirtz
replied.
Government
11ttorneys
contend that Ms. Cooper did no
work for the salarv Wirtz paid
"er. They allt>ge 'that her income from Wirtz was actually
Scctt's
because
Scott
"generated" the salary by
asking Wirtz if he r.oUid rind _a
job for Ms. Cooper on h1s
payroll.
The government contends
that Scott should have reported
!.\ls. Cooper's income from
Wirtz. which amount~ to about
$23,000. on his tax returns. Scott
IS charged with underreporting
his income to the Internal
Revenue Service for the years
1972 through 19i5.
Wirtz testified T•1esday that

he had arram~ed for i\ls. Cooper
to be hired af1er 5cotl had asked
him todoso. But Wednesday. he
denied tha! the salarv was intended to go to Scott or to curry
his favor.
Barnett also asked Wirtz if he
gave the checks to Ms. Cooper
because state agencies were
l"t:'nting space in a building
owned by Wirtz.
··A~olu(~ly not. I wanted
more rent fGr the space I had
rented too cheaply.'' responded
Wirtz.
U.S. Attorney Thorr.as P.
Sullivan then asked Wirtz
whether he had been aware at
the time he put Ms. Cooper on
his payroll that Scott was the
top legal oH'~:er in charge of
enforcing antt-trust, insurance
ana other laws affecting
businessmen such as Wirtz.

Clzicago teacl1ers threaten to stU)"
lzome, if more positions cr1t by boarcl
Bv Howard Ulman
~!leciated Press Writer

Staff photo by Brent Cramer•

('hris Laurittsen of the Rf'd CrO!Is takes blood from Randolph
Webster. sophomore in zoolo~tY. The Rf'd ('rou Bloodmobile will be
in Ballroom D of the Student Center today from It a.m. to 4:38p.m.
Joseph Ragsd.tle. who c:--.linates the bloodmobile's Slli visits,
said giving blood is "one of the mO!It painless ways I can think of to
help other people." Sltl-C tries to meet an annaal qao&a of att-t
!.:!ftft pints of blOOil. he said.

Citizen group

ANTIQUES
AlliTfQV£S.
HANOJCRAF'TS,
NOST.<\U;!.o\. Shop lheht!Je shop!'
you d1sco•·ered at Chnstmas.
Pollv"s Ant1ques and Country
Crafts. Onf' mile ,.·esi of Com·
mumcalions
Building
on
Chautauqua.
"1314~

.rlf.fhts plant

construction
IC'oatinurd from

f·ag~

:u

the plant • Nt'wton Ill built and
then sell the power to other
state!. :md power companies."
1 she said.
Reg Ankrom. public information supervisor for CIPS.
BUS SERVICE TO Chicago and
suburbs. roiext run Feb. 8-11. $3!1.7:>
sa1d it was true that CIPS had a
roundtrio; $·41.75 after Feb. 4 Ch1·
:l:i percent surplus generating
Dale tickeiS sold daily at 823 S.
capacity but that it occured
Illinois m Bookworld Bookstore.
because the predictions for the
::.49-0177.
3385P92
Sewton I plant were based on
p-o-o-o~:::s;;;;~""G""G>..::"Nq
the grovnh s~atistics from the
decades before Newton I went
into operation.
"F1gures showed that there
would be a drastir. customer
usage increase," A.,krom said.
"From 1968 to 1m usage was
~p a~t 75 percent. But by the
time Newton I went on-line in
1977. customers were conserving and our inflationary
economy had taken effect." he
Go on and "DUET" said.
usage increased only
Audition for the All 3 Because
percent from 1m to 19'79,
CIPS sold $15 miliion of su.-plus
Campus Talent
elec:.ricity to othet· companies,
Show.
Ankrom said.
Ankrom confirmed SCAM's
contention
that the plant will
Happy Birthday
cause rate increases, but atlded
Judy
that CIPS had no way of an~icipating
customer conLove,
' servation and the inflated
Greg
economy when the plant was
planned in the early 70S.
"You don't just buili a power
plant when you need one."
Ankrom said. ''They take about
. seven to 10 years to build. You
Hope you had
have to ntakt:: predictions about
)
future usage. \\e werf' wrong."
a Happy 21st
he said. "in thinking customer
)
Birthday.
usa~ would increase so rapidly
that "·e would need the plant by
)
the middJe of 1981. That's why
) W
e a Ill ove ya.
we deferred construction until
,
the end of 1982.
I The Lovely Lushes
''But that doesn't mean the

I
I
I

.....

I
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U!fC'AGO tAP> - School
hallways aud rlAssrooms wpre
quiet again Wednesday as
prospect!> dimmed that they
soon would be filled with the
sounds of teachers and
students.
Caught between the positions
of the Chicago 1 eachers Union
and the Chicago School Finance
Authority, the school board
wen: ahead Tuesday and
slashed another 683 teaching
jobs and $13.7 million from its
budget.

The union has said teachers.
;,·ho have been out of work since
Monday demanding :;.!! l.hdr
lm·~!t p..y, would not return if
there were teacher job cuts
beyond last week's 992.
But Jerome Van Gorkom.

cha~rman of the authority, said
schools m:~y close unless the

board sliced its budget by $18
milli·JD to bring total cuts to $60
million. The authority is
!'.cheduled to receive the budget
on Fridav. and Van Gorkom
said it wall not be approved if
the fuU $60 million is not cut.

$4

"They'll have to get the othf't
million or $5 million." he

o-nitf

..The board was expected to
meet Thursday to try and makt:
those cuts. On Tuesdav. the
board approved cutting total
of 1.068 positions. The 1,675
tE'aching j<lbs cut last wet>k and
Tuesday i11clude 800 classroon:
teachE'rs, 'Z/.7 assistant principals. 78 non-quota teachers.
2110 counselors and other support staff teachers and .!90
teachers in Access to Excellence.
a
voluntary
desegregation program.

a

New Morris Library Circulation Policies,
Effective February 1, 1980

Grace Period for Overdue Library Materials
January 28-31, 1980
Following a period of extensive study and review,new circulation policies for
Morris library have been written. These policies, which incorporate compromises based upon recommendations from both faculty and student constituency group~ on campus. were officially approved by Acting President lesar
on December 3, 19"19.
The new policies will become effective on February 1. 1980. Prepatory to
their implementation, there will be a GRACE PERIOD from Monday through
Thursday, January 28-31, 11$80. During this peri-:-::! overdue library materials
may be returned without payment of fines. The no-fine grace period appl;~s to
all SiU-C stu~ents. faculty, ch.. · service and administrative/professional staff.
and courtesy cord holders.

THE FOLLOWING LIBRARY MATERIALS ARE NOT
INCLUDED SN THE GRACE PERIOD:
-Recalled Items
-Reserve Room Items
-Items chorged out overnight only or by s~ecial permission
-Materials from the Sli..I·C law library or learning Resource Service
All overdue materials not returned by 12 midnight, January 31. 1980, will
remain subject to overdue charges in line with the new circulation policies.
These policies appear in the January 24, 1980, issue of the Daily Egyptian, and
printed copies are also 'lVailable in Morris library.
Thanks and appreciation are expressed to representatives from constituency
groups. faculty members, students, the library Affairs Advisory Committee,
the ad hoc Morris library Circulation Policies Committee, and members of the
University administration who have contributed to these policy changes.
E. Dale Cluff
Director of library Services
Kenneth G. Peterson,
Dean of library Affairs

plant is unnect'9>81')'.' he said. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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Walk-in career counseling available
By :\timi Janemsky
Staff Writer
A Career Planning and
Placement Center policy
change permitting students to
see a career counselor on a
walk-in basis is in effect this
semester, a counselor said.
Harry Daniels. coordinator of
the Career Flanning and
Placement Center said the
previous policy required
students to mc:ke an appointment to see a counselor.
Under the new oolicy "students

can walk in and probably be
seen within 20 minutes to a half
hour," he said.
Daniels said students are
motivated to see a counselor
and to get things done and do
not ~ant to wait to see a
counselor. Last semester there
was a six week waiting list to
see a counselor. he said. By
implementing the new rolicy
·•we're trying to take advani.<tge
of the motivaton that the
student brings in with him,"
Daniels said.

An increasing demand within
the last 15 months to see the
three full time and two half timt
counselors on staff brougi'.t
about the change in polit'y.
"The demand bfo<'!lme so ~reat
our existing policv ~01:id no
longer hand • it," he ~..tid.
The policy ch1111ge wii! be
evaluated at ti'e ~m.i oi :he
semester. Dar:els said. "It's
my hunch tl".3~ the policy will be
ilround fo:.>r :-..vhile," he said.

job /ntervielVs
The following job interviews
h<!ve bee"\ scheduled at the
Career
Planning
and
Placement Center, Woody Hall
B-204.
Interested students should
visit the center for interview
appointments and information
about job descriptions and
requirements. Students must
have resumes on ·file at the
Placement Office before
making
interview
appointments.
MOI!fiV. FEb. 4
Generid Dynamics. Data
Svstems Services, St. Louis;
Potter & Brumfield Co .•
Princeton. Ind.; Oscar Mayer &
Co.. Beardstown; Singer Co.•
Red Bud: Illinois Commerce
Commission, Springfield:
A.t::.F. lndus~MP.S Inc. AMCAR
Divisifl!l. St. Louis.
Tanday, Feb. 5
General
Ovnamics-Data
Svstems St~rvi~. St. Louis:
Iilincis Powt<r Co., Decatur;
Atlantic Richfield Co., Los
Angeles: Intel Corp.. Santa

Clara. Calif.; Bucyrus Erie,
Evansville, Ind.

:u~~~Y£f:!:~ri~

GTE
Inc.
Northlake: GTE Automatic
Electric Laboratories. Northlake; Firestone Tire Co.,
Decatur: Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
Skokie: Westinghouse
Datascore Systems. Iowa City;
Montgomery Ward & Co.,
Chicago: American Hospital
Supply Corp., Evanston;
Central Intelligence Age~y.
Chicago.
Thursday, Feb. 7
Central Intelligence Agency,
Chicago; American Hospital
Supply Corp., Evanston: Baxter
Travenol Laboratories. Northbrook; Coopers & Lybrand,
St. Louis; Rockwell International. El Segundo: Jones·
& Laughlin Steel Corp., Pittsburgh.
Fridav, Feb. 8
Carson. Pine. Scott & Co .•
Chicago: General Electric Co.•
St. LcHiis; Factory Mutual
Engineering Association.

The American Tap

~©'W~ iu~~1 , Happy Hour
~~"iA ~
11:30-8:00
88

,,.

~-·-·
:~:k··

•_

25¢ Dra ft s
70¢ Speedrails
On Special
Day&Night
Screwdrivers

70¢

fiActivitie.~
College Democrats, meeting, 7
p.m .• Ohio Room.
Marketing Club, meeting, 7 p.m.,
,\clivity Room B.
Alpha Eta Rho. meeting, 7:30p.m.,
Activity Room C.
College Republicans, meeting, 7
p.m., Activity Room D.
Blood Drive. 10 am. to 4:30p.m.,
Ballroom D.
Free School-SOAR. meeting. 7
p.m. Sangamon Room.
Education Leadenhip dinner, 6:30
p.m., Vermillion Room.
Blacks Interested in Business.
meeting. 7 p.II , Ballroom A.
Policy and Space Committee,
m~ting. 4 p.m., Iroquois Room.
Beta Alpha Psi. meeting. 7:30p.m.,
!\lis!issiJ!Pi Room.

Alpha Phi Alpha. meeting, 7 p.m.,
llhnois Room.
.
Society for creative Anachrorusm.
meeting. 7 p.m .• Sahne Room.
Student Government, Senate
meeting, 7 p.m., Mackinaw
v!::elan Student. ~iation,
meeting, 6 p.m .• MISIIOurt ~~
SPC film. ''On the Waterfront. 7
and 9 p.m.. Student Center

St~:!i!~"~vernment

. Campus
Judicial Board, meetmg. 6:30
p.m .• Kaskaskia R.OOJD ••
Alpha Epsilon Rho, meetmg. 7:W
p.m .• Lawson 201. .
Photogenesis, meetm~. 7 p.m.,
Communications Bwldmg, Room
1122.

THE

HUNTER BOYS
Freight Salvage Stores

Vlvltar Ml Camera. Bull•-•• Flash $22.M

I Storag.- Box. 31"x11"x14" •• $19.95
II:ITalmiiiCIX, Box of 40. Regular •••• •••• $1.SO
llilellstt•r Xerography Paper••:·· .$3.00

Spark plugs that misfire even slightly can shoot
unuse4 gas out the ex~ust pipe. Automotive d~
lt-younelfen should check their car's sparlr plup
every S.lit mil-. at least. anci ~"doers" every
J.SMmll...

let Vic Koenig help you save.

r--------25o/o off coupon--------..
• Tune-up
I
Eng1ne
1

I
I
II

H.E.L Ignition (Jareroodelcarsl Regular Ignition
$31.05 reg. 41.40 I
$18.75 reg.25.00.
$37.05 reg. 49.40
$23.85 reg. 31.80
$47.10 rey.b2.80 I
$34.35 reg. 45.80
Includes. GM tune-up kit with new spark plugs & ignition ~tnts and con~sr·
(As required! adjustments to engine timing. dweU_ angle. carb tdle s~.~~ c 0 ~
are made with OlD' electronic engne analy-Ler. (Unified-contact pocnt sets·...__..
extra.

1

~

~-----------------------VIC KOENIG
CHEVROLET
1-5 Dally
Cloud Sunday

Rt. 51
North of Carbondale

1040 E. Main

~-529-1000/997-5470

Carbondale

Greer chosen as Snolv leat~es trackmen·in-·the cold
new lady cage captains
Ruby~·

By C'incly Clausen
student Writer
It's not very often that a
coach must replace both of her
team's electecl captains midway through the season.
However, such WB.!t the case of
the SIU women ·s ba'Sketball
team this year, and the
predicament of Coach Cindy
Scoti.
Enter the unlikely pair of
~~orr~ore Diane Ruby and
JUDIOr collegt> transfer Leola
Greer.
In the sixth contest of the
season. original co-captains Sue
Faber and Lynne Williams both
were victims of injuries
sidelining them for the
remainder of the season
Williams recently has un:
dergone surgery, while Fab1!r,
an _All-America candidate,
aw&ts knee surgery to repair
torn cartilage and ligament!!.
The 106.! of Williar.-.a and
Faber, both starters from Lut
year's state championship
team. left Scott with a team
needing recognizable leaders.
She chose Ruby and Greer, a
transfer from Paducah Community College.
Such a decision isn't anticipated in the middle of a
season. h'.!t choosing Ruby and
Greer was an easy decision.
according to Scott.
She described the pers~lities of Greer and Ruby as
vet1' compl-:mentary to one
anoth'!r.
"Dia~ is a quiet leader,"

By Rod Smith
Staff Writer
The ex~ted winter snow is
f111U~ outside. but inside, SIU
mens track coach Lew Hartzog, whase season already is
under w~y. is wondering where
he can fmd a practice site for
his team.
"There's nowhere to put our
feet down on dry ground."
Haruog said. "It hurts now
becaus~ we need a hard
workGut. t>ut it will hurt badly
four weeks from now when we
~t~J~et ready for the Valley

Scott said, "She's very
motivated. dedicated and
always shows good sportsmanship.''
Greer is described by Scott as
the outgoing spirit booster of the

team
The role has produced an
added pressure on Greer and
Ruby, who probably feel enough
strain pla)'lng on a team with a
7-12 ret.'Ord.
After the initial mental setback of losing Faber and
Williams. Ruby began to think
of ~ se~ as a ~hallenge of
worlung With new players. With
the progression of the team, one
of Ruby's hopes is to have the
young players experiel'lce the
~tisfacti~ of beco;ning conSistent Winners.
. Ruby feels that the biggest
1mpact she ~an have on the
team · is through setting an
example on the court.
"i ru.ve to keep control"
Ruby said. "I have to keep
trying. If I'm shoXJng zero for
five, I have to try extna hard at
defense. I can't quit."
Greer sees one of her
stroogest assets as captain in
he! ability to encourage aU of
her teammates.
Greer had a hard time at the
outset of the season, when the
team seemed to be going
nowhere. But with eight games
left to play before the state
t~urna~t'nt, she has conftdence Jn the team's ability to
pull together and win.

Despite the c!>illy temperatures, the track team has
been practicing at McAndrew
Stadium. Having no indoor
facilities. the trackmen must
resort to practicing on the
Arena concourse. One might
think that the circular concoune would provide an
ad.xpate practice course
Unfortunately for the team,
the Arena concourse is home for
both the men's and women's
gymnastics teams, as well as
the wrestling team and the
baseball team, which has begun
early practice sessions. The
concourse is filled with mats a
bat~ing cage and gymnastics
equ1pment.
"If the snow stops and the sun
com~ out. we may be able to
u<;e the track in a few davs "
Hartzog_said. "I don't get hurt
by losmg to teams like
Nebraska or Illinois that have

(CoaU..ftl r - Pa1e :ztl:
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SID Sports HaD

to

_The SIU Sports Hall of Fame
w1U_ welcome 19 new members
during ceremoniES at a banquet
a~ 7 p.m. Friday at lhe Student
Center.
Tile new inductees· accomptishments occured during
two time periods, 1913 to 1945
and after 1945.
The inductees from 1913 to
1945 are Eugene M. Bricker,
Frank
Bridges
. Harry
"Biackie" Canada, Kenneth
Cole, J.T. English. James B
Grey, William E. Morrow Tom
North, Robert S. Reev~ Jr.,

John Sebastian Jr., and Charles
Strus~. The po-;t-1945 inductees
are J1m Batt!~. Willie Brown
Jr., Gene CarelliJ, Robert w.
Colborn, Roger L. Counsil, Bill
Cornell. Oscar W. Moore Jr
and Fred C. Orlofsky.
.,
The new Hall of Faane
members will he introduced by
Conner St. Louis Cardinal Mike
Shannon during halftime of
Saturday's Sill-Indiana State
bas~etball game at the Arena.
Tickets for Friday's banquet
are available through the Arena
ticket office.

h~,·
'.i~~

country," the coach con•'nued

the
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induct 19
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10c.DRAFTS
50c SPEEDRAILS
Live Rock-n-roll wilh
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2nd Annual Women's

\'<'+~-,~~

Tennis Tournament

~- '-·Date: Saturday, Feb. 2nd
· , · , Entry Deaclllne: Friday, Feb. lst

~
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• "Mi~ was one of the top
f1ve h1gh school players in the

Anderson and two of
Braves' other top playersThirdkill and Reese--are
sophomores, which suggests
that Bradley will be even bE:Uer
th~ next two years. But Versace
5ald he cannot afford to "stand
pat."

....

The team wiil run three
relays. the dista~e relay, the
mile relay and the two-mile
relay. Hartzog said the mile
relay team of Mike Ward,
Derek Booker, Lance Peeler
and David Lee is set. but he is
experimenting in the two-mile
with freshmen Mike Choffin.
.Jeff Heath and Tom Ross, and
sophomore Ken Perkins.
ChoHin, Heath and Ross all
competed for Hartzog last fall
on the Saluki cross country
team.
"We're using the freshmen in
the relay because they need to
score and grow and compete to
get ready for the Valley,"
Hartzog said.
For the past two years,
Hartzog's teams have had the
most wins of all teams competing in large meets. like the
Drake Relays. This year, ac:ording to the coach. the Salukis
m~;t prove themselves.

Call457-6785

lOa.m.
··-

has
become Bradley's team l<?ader.
much as Mark Aguirre is
DePaul's leader.
'_'Mitchell is a little more of a
qwet leader than Mark is ·•
Versace said. "He's one of t.~e
most underrated players in the
country.
.~.lderson

enter two at!:ldes in each event.
and Hartzog said he is looking
for quality in placing his top
runners in their specialties.
"Some wiU do real well, but I
don't expect anything great."
Hartzog said. "We'll just try to
get as much done as we can."

O _CDURT CLUB

TIE~tOUIIIIE

Bmdley coach builds winner
Versace said

excellent indoor faciliti':.'S. It's
these big interruptions in
training that hurt. We're on our
way. but we can't stand too
many days like this."
Despite these problems. the
track. team hopes to take its
second step toward savvy and
confidence for the Missouri
Valley meet in March when it
trdvels to Bloomington. Ind .• for
the 38-t~am Indiana Invitational
t'riday and Saturdav.
While Hartzog and 23 track·
men are in Indiana competing
with schools frol'l arouna the
nation. Assistant Coach Jan
Johnson will take a team
composed mainly of freshmen
to Champaign to compete in the
lllini Striders Track Club meet
Saturday. This meet consists of
high school, college and
masters divisions for both men
and women that Hartzog said
will give his young team "a
chance to cumpete and get
going."
The Indiana Invitational will
have two former Saluki track
stars competing. Stan Podolf' '
the SIU record holder in the ~
pound ~ight. and Gary Hunter,
a four-time All-American in the
pole vault, both will compete.
The Salukis are allowed to

.IJJ.BIIHS
.112mCE

EICLUDIIG BonrrLE
JEll

~~1,t~~~~~:~t:dents
F~.' a limited time only. AEROFLITE INC. is offering

Back-to-School Special" to students interested in
learning to fly.
Here's how it works:
Any student presenting a paid Spring Fee Statement
receives 10% OFF on •••
l. The Piper Video T1oining Syst~m (Private Pilot)
CJ

2. Pr~vate P~lot Flight Troin~n~
3. Pnvate P1lot Ground Tra1n1ng

AEROfLITf. INC.
WIUiAMsON COUNTY AIIII'OIIT

~:~~ ~:~-;;~:.:
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has made it simpJer - with the
addition of thei~ NEW SHOWROOM
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Badmlltton team gains 'Old Moe'
By R~k Klalt

Staff Writer
People in sports like to refer
to him as "Ole Moe." He's
reponsible for many of thE
bigger victories in C.Jllege and
professional sporting events.
For those not familiar, "Old
Moe" is momentum. and the
team or player that has it
generally is given the better
chano::e to win.
Why all this t:llk about
mvmentum? There's a rumor
running around that the badminton team will try to employ
it Friday and Saturday at the
Eastern Illinois Invitational.
··we had a good tournament
last w~end," Coach Paul
Hlair said, ..and we've had a
couple of good practices this
week. Things just might be
starting to go our way."
Last weekend at the Western
Illinois Invitational, the Salukis
captured a fifth-place finish
with their score of 28. The finish
9 was a pleasant surprise to
Blair, who was concerned with
the lack of practice during
semester break.
The week before in the SaJuki
Invitational, lack of practice
was the main reason given by

Blair for the teams' dismal
performance-sixth place, with

28 points.

The Salukis' week~nd opponents are virtually the same
as those in the past two invitationals. Host EIU, Northern
Illinois, WP.Stent Illinois, Illinois
State, Ball State, Blad!.bum
College,
Wisconsin-Carthage
and David Li{ISComb College
are included m til"! two-day
event.

"Th~ main opponent, a!
usual, JS Ball State," Blair said
"We trampled them last wee•
after they diet the same to us b
our invitational. But, what 1'1
likt> to see us do also is close tb
gap· ·•tw~n us and Northern.'
Nlu and Sll." last met in th
Salu!t:i lnvitdtional. The Huskie:
finished 25 points ahead of th•
Salukis. 53-28.
"We"re improving ever'
Wt>ek," Blair said.
·

CRISTAUDO'S

B~kery &
~
Flight
~!,~1
-~~~ Res!!~ran'

Munhlle Shoppin• Cntr.

Southem Ill. Airport

OPEN MON-SAT

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

We specialize in quality
In everything we bake
We make them fresh everyday
So you can take the cake.

From breakfast to lunch to
Sunday brunch
We fiU you full & hardy
And for that special happening
We11 have your nighttimtr party.

Da.a Schiellle werb 011 his specialty, tile pommel bane. tlarillg
gymnastics practice at the Arena. Schieltle Kered t.t ar better 011
lhe pommel bone 57 aasecatiYe U.ea utn be talUetl u 8 5

Salunlay at IIUDOis State.

·

Schieble u:alks on to stardom.
fC..tlual ,.._Pal~ 241

medium between education and
sports."
Schieble cl>viously has found
that medium. He has made the
dean's list aU four :vears and is
one of the top two male scholarathletes at SIU.
It is difficult for an athlete to
gain these achievements in only
four years. It is even more
difficult when you have a double
majcr, accounting and Russian
Schieble ~JB.- only tbe rest of

this year to .,Jmpete on L'le
pommel
horse,
because
specialists aren't allowed on the
Olympic team.
"I hav~ le.vned a lot through
gymna...<1tics and traveling with
the team," Schieble said...I've
made a lot of friends, I'm really
going to miss it.''
Stu gymnastics fans will
have a chance to set" Schieble
and the rest of the Salukis in
action Thursday night, when the
team will take on Louisiana
State at tiM> Arena.

-

Baseball negodations stalled
~'EW YORK (AP) - Talks
continued between tbe Major
l.eague Players Association and
baseball but there were no
indications of any pr:ogress.
"We've been talking for 10
weeks with little or no
progress," said Marvin Miller,
executive director of the
Players Association.

Miller said discussions with
Ray Gl"eYh'-Y. who now heads
basebalf's Player Relations
Committee,
the
owners'
Df'gOtiating team. :aave followed

~..t?:!"F:::: ~t rneg:a~o:e

stap,e now that they WP.re at four
years ago, seven years ago and
10 years ago," said Miller.

TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENTS

MEN

WOA\EN

COREC

~All SIUC Students ond
Foeulty/Sfaff with S30 SRC Use
Cords.

SisJn=.up.; Show ID/fee Stoh..._
mentor Use Cord a poy S l
Forfeit Fee of SRC Info. Deslc

a Pklc up Tournoment rules.

(Forfeit ,_ relundoble offer first round of ploy}

~
SINGLES

DOUBlES
M1.JCED DOUBLES

ENTBfESOUE
FEB 1
FEB 14
FEB2J

~UMIS_

FEB 12
FEB 19
FEB26

ENGI~EERS

AND COMPliTER

SCIE~CE

GllADS:

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO PUT
WHAT YOU'VE LEARNED TO WORK.
YES, as a company we're a leader in
fast, exciting fields ... aircraft, missiles, spacecraft, electronics, automation, and l'!e:alth services. But we:
also realize: tha~ nur leadership aepe:nds on how fast our people: !rOW.
SO, our goal is tc provide opportunities for fut~ore·minded engineers
and computer scie:nti!ts who want
to grow right along with a te:ader.
AND, we: want to taik to graduating
seniors c::nd sraduate students about
their goals.

IF, you're ready to get your career
ofi tt:c: gro1.1nd, McDonnell Douglas
wants to talk to you. Sign up at the
Placement Office for a personal interview. Her;: is the: date we'll be on
campus:

Tuesday February 1i

/

MCDONNELL DOUGLAQ'III!!:.__ _
• t• ,.
-·~
An CQU4J opoort\tr.lily ~~
u '!!; (It,~ r#qU.VnJ
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Gymnastcompeteswtt
By Ed Doagberty
Staff Writer
The driving force behind aU

athletes is, in one form or
another, money. In «.'Gllege,
great athletes don't get paid,
but they do get everything paid
for, riaht? Wrong.
SI.U has an exception to this
rule on its gymnastics team.
Dave Schieble is the exception.
Schieble came to SIU in the
faD of 1978 with bopes of winning a spot on the gymnastics
team and gettinC a sc:holanbip.
Even though he had been

recruited by the University of
Illinois, he came to SIU because
of its history of good gymnastics
teams.
"Coach <BiUl Meade told me
he wanted me on the team, but
he didn't have any scholarships
left to give out;· Sc-hieble said.
"I decided to stay because I like
SIU and I like Coach Meade."
Schieble'sdecision to stay has
had a tremendous effect on the
gymnastics team. During his
first three years on the team, he
has been SIU's best performer
c. the pommel hone.

He was an AII-Americ::n until Ja.ct Saturda~. wher. ~e
during his freshman and scored an 8.~ agam~t IllinoiS
o......N.more years and missed State. The string. which ended
""t"'be·"' All A
·
t
at 57 began in March of 1978.
mg an . - mencan 1as year
•
by -~ poants. .
Even more impressive than
Schieble has fimshed no lower Schieble's statistics are his
gymnastics,
than seventh plac~ at t.he NCAA .feelings for
a~d ~AU national cham- especially the pommel horse.
paonships. In 1978, he placed
Fourth at the NCAA cham"I reaUy enjoy gymnastics
pionships and last y-:ar he was because of the type of com~ at the AAU fmals.
petition that is involved, ••
~IS ~r probably~ been Schieblesaid. "When I'm on the
~!t s,:;:iagH:i:n!!'~r! ::mW::elag'::i' ~~~t
points on the pommel horse I'm competing against myself."

:n!:

GymnastiCS IS .. d.ffe_ren~
f~m ..other sports, . Schteblt
S8J~. because no one ~s root~n!l.
agamst you, everyone as pulhng
for you. It's O!'le man's struggle
toward perfection. · There is a
camaraderie, a fellowship
amontJ gymnasts."
Schieble's -teep feeling for
gymnastics is equalled only by
his belief in a good education
"In my four years at SIU, rn~
education has been very im·
portant to me," Schieble said
"I have tried to find a happy
ICoatillaell . . Pa&e Z31

Controversial Versace
builds winner at Bradle..v
perience for me," the 38-y!'ar
old Versace continued. "We had
Dick Versace is con- some close games I thought w•·
could have won, but things
troversial.
The Bradley coach, who wiD didn't go Our way. When Y(>ll
bring his Missouri Valley Jose, you learn a lot abo~1!
Conference-leading Braves into yourself as a coach. You han• to
the Arena Thursday night ior a have confidence in what vou
·
contest with the Salukis, was believe in."
accused last year of cl>.cu gmg
While the Braves were los1.1g
into the stands durin~ a b<!nch- .. -.l lbe court, they wert" wmum!<
emptying brawl at ·rulsa. He recruiting battles. Davl(l
was quvted as saying that the Thirdkill, a junior college All·
fans at Illinois State were American, chose Bradley over
''rednecks.''
hundreds of other :.ch.:.ol~
When Versace took the Donald Reese, Eric Duhart anrl
Bradley head coaching job in Bobby Ford came from junior
1978. some fans were offended colleges, also. From high
by his salty language. Venace schools. Versa<"e signed Edd1e
had a snappy re.ponse to that. Mathews and Jeff Robinson,
"I'm your new coach," he
Versace said he sells the
cracked, "not your new pope."
Despite all the controversy, enthusiasm of Brave fans to
overcome Bradley's lat"k of
Dick Versace is successful.
Last year was the silver- national exposure and a modern
haired Versace's first losing campus arena when he is
season (9-17l in 12 years as a recruiting.
''Since there is no pro team in
head coach on the high school
and college levels. The Braves Peoria, Bradley basketball is
finished last in the MVC, losing aU the fans here have.·· Versace
six games by three points or said. "We try to sell the enless and eight by six points or thusiasm of the entire town. \\'e
less.
try to sen the enthusiasm of the
Huwever, Bradley has turned Missouri Valley, which I feel is
things around this season. The the most underrated conference
Braves, led bv Mitchell An- in the country."
derson. the ex(··ting sophomore
An incident early in the
forward, are nndefeated at season nearly split the Braves
home, have buten Drake and aJ>.vt. After 10 games. seniors
Wichita State on the road and Carl ~laniscalco and Ken
. are 14-7 overall. They are 7-1 in Ga1-rett quit the team. But
the Valley, and lead Creighton Bradley, which was 5-5 at that
and Indiana State by two point, has won nine of its last 11
ff
games.
Versace trier to downplay his games.
"We thought Garrett and
foonJ:if:alu:em~~ferring Maniscalco
were fine players.
"I think the news media and we were sorry they left the
program,"
Versace
said. "But
determines wha~ your /articular image is,'' he sai . "I our kids reacted weD to it."
;,·
,• '":.{ ~-- !'1.,C
Braves·
rise
tn
the top has
The
just try to live with it. Peoplt"
are talking about the team now been led by Anderson, a quiet
Staff photo by Brent C."llmer
rather than me. That's how it Chicagoan who was the nation's
the Hurricane. The Salukla will challenge should be.
top high school scorer as a
Miss•uri Valley Coaference leader Bradley
"Last year was a new ex- senior at Metro High School.
'thanday at &he Arena at 7:35 p.m.
By Scot& Stahmer
Sports Editar

~-.-.
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STICK "EM UP-That's what Talsa's Bil!y Keys
seems 1o 1te sayiag 1e SIU's Edwaroi Thomas
Sabmlay
&he Salukis' 51-58 'tic&ary over

••lilt

~~

____

;~

Recruiting p~osophy i~nportant to cage success
Sta••er

By SeoU
Sports Edi&ar

Editar's aote: This s&Gry, &he
final iD a &hree-par& ~eries,
takft a to.1c at &he f1dare el
Salald buke&haO.
In 1"80-81, Rod Camp wiD
make his debut for the Saluk.
basketbaU team. SIU's five
fftaiunen will have a year of
experience under their belts.
Charles Moore and Edward
Thomas will be a year older and
wiser. ·A winninf season is
guaranteed, right . ·
Maybe.
"We're going to have a lot of
experience back, which is a
positive
thing,"
Saluki
basketball Head Coach Joe
Gottfried said. "But we s~
need some help."
That's where recruiting
comes in. One super &:layer can
tum a program mto a winner,
• evidenced by Larry Bird's
career at Indiana State. A good
clasa ol recru.ita can · do the

same thing.
When he came to SIU, Gottfried had an "umbrella''
philosophy toward recruiting,
as players in the Southern
Illinois area were evaluated
farst. The head coach and his
assistants then fanned out into
otbet areas.
Gottfried has changed that
policy slightly. as he is looking
mto areas the Salukis never
have recruited from.
•·we've looked at players in
this area and we've looked at
players from as far away as
New York and Washington,
D.C.," Gottfried said. "We're
trying to fmd players who wiD
fit into what we're trying to do,
and also fit in watb the people
we've got coming back.'
"We've looked in St. Louis
aild in Indiana." the coach
added. "Wt"'re trying to keep it
as clo!Je to home as we can.
· unless we have a tie. we·v~ got
ties in Washington, D.C. and
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New York."
We're just looking at a lot of worlung against them in the
•;be Salukis historically have players right now."
competition for recruits.
had liUie success in recruiting
"That's a
fallacy
in
Since SIU receives little
in the Chicago area, where the national media. coverage and :-ecruiting," Gottfried said.
tale.Jt usually is among the best rarely appears on television, "Sometimes, with a poor
in the nation. But Gottfried said G<..lfried must sell other factors record. a recruit will see an
Chicagoland players are not as when he is recruiting.
opportunity to play. It re~dly
strong this year· as they have
depends how you approach a
been in past years.
"Every school has to sell particular recruit.''
With what he hopes will be a
"It's not as strong as it was a what its situation is," Gottfried
year ago,'' he said. "Even- said. "We sell the University in talented group of recruits. and
tually, we'D get a good player tenns of academic environment most of this year's players
from Chicago. But we're not ~:nd social environment. We sell returning, Gottfried believes
going to take a player from the area. This is one of the most the Salukis can be much
there just to take a player from beautiful campusel! is the stronger next season.
Chicago unless we feel he can country.''
"Camp will have had a year
contribute."
Gottfried said the 1980 o-op of off, I don't know what kind of
Gottfried said the Salukis will ·recruits could be a very good effect that wiD have on him,"
Gottfried said. "But we have to
sign three or four players this one.
spring, rather than the seven
"We've had some lfi)Od feel, at least at the start of the
they signed last year.
visits," he said. "We have some season. that we'll be far better.
Gottfried, who is in the second
. ''Every year you like to bring good visits scheduled in the
m three or four players so there spring with players who are year of a four-year contract. is
is continuity in the program," being recruited on a national not worried about his job
he said.
..With Wayne basis. At this point, I'd have to security, despite the Salukis'
!Abrams) lcaYing. we'd like to say it's goiiJI good.'•
poor f!IIC«d this year.
find a g;,.:ard or two. and
"You realize the ~ressures
According to Gottfried, the
perhaps a forward or two. Salukis' poor record is not when you take the job, • he said.

